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Dedication
This issue of The Grapevine Journal is dedicated in memory of Don Stansbury. Professor
Stansbury came to BC in the late 50's, was a Korean War veteran, a favorite professor in the
English department, piloted the plane that took the rst aerial photographs of BC, and served
as Advisor to two of the BC student publications that serve as our lodestar and inspiration
today, Campus Arts literary magazine and the original Grapevine literary journal.

-Editors Naomi Rutuku, Rae Ann Kumelos, and Keri Johnson
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“Living to Die” by Diana Mena
Diana Mena is a 21-year-old English major who aspires to become a high school English teacher. In her free
time, she likes to journal and play video games with her friends. When she isn’t doing that, she likes to go on
afternoon/nightly walks with her little brother.
Work created in Professor Savanna Andrasian-Jones’ Introduction to Creative Writing course.

“Here we go again,” she grumbled as the man with the surgical mask and gloves grabbed her
from what seemed to be her new mother. “What am I this time? A bird? Caterpillar?” She was
silent when she realized the familiar looking creatures inside the spacious white room. “Fuck…
I’m a-”
“It’s a girl!” Her thought was cut short by one of the rather excited nurses.
“Oh honey,” said her new father with glossy eyes, “did you hear that? We nally have a little girl.”
“Yes,” her mother replied with tears streaming down her face, “let’s name her Amilia.”
Amilia sighed to herself, “I can’t do this again…” and began to cry, as newborns do.
Amilia was born into a small family of three. They lived in a decent size home in the suburban
area of Santa Monica. Her dad was an honest blue -collared worker and her mom stayed at
home. Despite being a stay-at-home mom, she ran a small sweets business because she loved
to bake and share her creations with anyone that would accept them. Before Amilia was born,
the Dawn family only had one other child named Jonathan– Jon for short. Jon is four years older
than Amelia and was excited to meet his new little sister.
As Amilia was being carried out of the hospital and carefully placed into the back of her new
family’s car she thought to herself, “I’m de nitely not doing this again.” She tries to unbuckle
herself but her muscles are too weak, too new. “Fine, I’ll wait.”
And she did. Amilia played her role as a newborn quite well. She had everyone fawning over
her and trying to get her to love them. Fact of the matter was, Amelia didn’t see herself loving
them. She only had one thing on her mind– killing herself.
When Ameilia was only eight months she relearned how to crawl and that putting a fork in an
electrical outlet doesn’t always guarantee death. Amilia, to her misfortune, stuck it in an inactive
spot when her dad caught her in the act. He shouted, “Amilia! No! Stop!” And immediately
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scooped her off the ground. Taking the fork away from her, he gently cradled her while
attempting to lecture her, “We do not play with those. You could’ve gotten seriously hurt.”
After the incident, her parents put covers on every single outlet in the house. They also moved
all the kitchen utensils to a much higher drawer with a baby proof lock on it. “A little bit of an
overkill,” she thought.
When she was three and her parents were too busy discussing plans for her birthday party, she
made her way to the open bathroom. She knew her mother had her cleaning supplies in there,
and she was thirsty.
“Hmm,” Amilia carefully scanned over every bottle. She wasn’t looking for a speci c one. Just
one to get the job done. Her eyes landed on a bright purple liquid with the words “Fabuloso''
written across it. She grabs it and untwists the cap. She takes a quick whiff of it and thinks,
“Smells good, maybe the taste won’t be so bad.” Her hands are shaking. She’s not sure if it’s
because of the weight of the bottle or the nerves. “I got this. It should only sting for a little bit.”
She brings the bottle to her lips and takes a big gulp of it before she loses her grip on it. The
bottle splashed onto the oor creating a noise loud enough to alarm the parents.
“Amilia!” Was the last word she heard coming from her mother’s lips before she passed out.
When she came to, she was strapped to a hospital bed. Apparently, her parents didn’t bother
calling poison control rst and immediately took her to the emergency room. “Why do they
care so much? They don’t even know me like that.” She scanned the room and saw both her
parents sleeping beside her bed. “They look pathetic,” she thought.
Suddenly, her father started waking up. He blinked his eyes slowly and then widened them
when he saw his little girl staring back at him. He quickly shakes his wife awake excitedly saying,
“Honey, wake up wake up. Our baby girl is awake.” Soon enough her mom was also up and
hovering over her bed.
“Oh, my sweet baby, I’m so happy you’re okay.” She began to cry. Amilia’s father comforted his
wife and began to cry as well.
Amilia didn’t know what to make of this. She’s never seen parents care so much about their
young before. She started thinking back to her past lives. No parent was there to see her break
open from her egg. No one was there to care for her wounds when fell from her nest. Even
when she was a human the rst time around, she never saw a glimpse of her parents. All she
remembered was being put into the foster care system as soon as she learned to open her
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all, this should be my last life before I nally become a free- owing spirit.”
In this world, a soul is given nine lives. Once they reach the limit, the soul is set free and
becomes a free- owing spirit. In this form, they are allowed to roam the physical and spiritual
world whenever they seem t. However, a soul never knows how many lives it has lived and will
continue to live. Amilia’s case was different. She has managed to hold all of her past lives’
memories. She is able to recount where she’s lived, what creature she’s been, and how she
emotionally felt during each life. At rst, this knowledge drove her insane. She saw no purpose
in trying to live any of her lives if a new one was right around the corner. She felt so strongly
about this to the point where she ung herself off a 70-foot building when she was a small rat
because she wanted to get it over with.
Out of all her lives, Amilia has hated being a human the most. There was so much modern
medicine that it made it near impossible for her to die at an early age. She didn’t always hate
living, but being a human made her regret being alive.
When Amilia wasn’t Amilia, she was Isabelle. She was given the name Isabelle by one of the
nurses when her mother refused to have any part in her life. She didn’t like people feeling bad
for her, so she tried to make the most of her humble beginnings. Isabelle was well liked among
the other children and got lucky with her rst foster family. They were a wonderful couple who’s
been fostering children like Isabelle for over twenty years. Isabelle got close to them which
explains why she was so heartbroken to hear about their unfortunate deaths one day coming
home from school. Her foster parents were hit by a random drunk driver on their way back from
the grocery store. They were out buying everything they needed to celebrate her twelfth
birthday the following day. Isabelle was at the neighbor’s house during all this because her
celebration was meant to be a surprise for her.
Soon after the incident, Isabelle was put back into the foster care system. It’s been years since
she’s set foot inside the familiar building. The paint was chipping off the walls and the wooden
oorboards needed to be replaced based on how much noise they made whenever people
walked over them. Her old childhood friends were long gone and in their place was a fresh new
batch of abandoned orphans. Isabelle decided to keep to herself once she arrived and mourn
the loss of the only two people who truly cared for her in all her lifetimes.
Flash forward six years and Isabelle aged out of the foster care system. She was now a young
woman with nothing to her name. She didn’t bother making friends nor having a dating life
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eyes. She shook her head no and thought to herself, “I don’t care. I need to nd a way out. After

because she saw no point in forming meaningless relationships if they weren’t even going to
remember her in their next life.
Isabelle found out nobody remembered their past lives except for her when she was quite
young. She asked her second-grade teacher one day when they were painting butter ies, “You
know, I was a butter y before I was a girl. What were you before now?”
Her teacher gave her a puzzled look and laughed it off saying, “I wasn’t anything before
sweetheart. I was born in 1978 if that's what you’re trying to ask.”
“Oh, me too! That’s when I was a rat. I didn’t really like it so I jumped off the tallest building I
could nd.”
Isabelle left her teacher speechless, and a parent teacher meeting was soon arranged in order
to talk about her “active imagination.” From then on, Isabelle realized that she was the only
person who had any memory of their past lives. A lot of things became much clearer to her
afterwards. She thought medicine was a little overkill and the idea of working until we die was
morbid. She thought, “No wonder people liked using the phrase ‘You only live once.’ They really
think that. Humans can be such clueless creatures.” She judged humans harder than any other
living creature because they seemed to have made living unbearable.
One late night when Isabelle was walking home from work, she ended up being the victim of a
drive- by shooting. Crime was rampant in her neighborhood, so she expected to go out this
way. She just hoped her next life would be different. As her eyes closed marking the end of her
eighth life, she immediately opened them to a shining light being right in her face. The
beginning of her last and nal life was about to begin.
“Amilia” the familiar sound of her new mother woke her up from her daze. “Let’s go sweetheart.
The doctors said you’re going to be alright now.” She gently scooped her out of the hospital
bed and showered her in kisses. The love and affection felt familiar.
Years passed by before Amilia attempted her next suicide mission. She was eleven, almost
twelve, when she convinced her mom to let her ride her bike outside while she was making
dinner. Amilia was living a good life. She had a decent relationship with everyone she met but
she always stopped herself from getting too close to people. She knew everything was
temporary and kept her feelings bottled up.
Her new plan was to ride her bike down to the train tracks that were only twenty minutes away
from her house. As she was pedaling there, she couldn't help but ask herself, “What’s kept me
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from killing myself for so long?” Memories of her baking cookies with her mother for her class’s
Christmas party, her father teaching her how to swim in the public pool, and playing video
games with her older brother all started ooding her head. Her vision began to blur. She
stopped pedaling and promptly wiped her tears away. She looked around to see where she
was. She made it to the tracks without knowing it at rst. She could hear the train approaching.
She neared the tracks trying to clear her head, but more and more memories kept ooding her
conscious. She remembers being so happy the night her family took her bowling for the rst
time when she was six. She managed to get her rst strike that same day and everyone cheered
for her soon after. She remembers her older brother helping her clean her wound after falling
off the monkey bars when she was trying to show off that she could do it in less than ten
seconds. She never did prove she could, but her brother believed her anyway. She started to
remember all the times her dad would slow dance with her in the kitchen after a long day of
work. Choo-Choo. The train was near. It was either now or never for Amilia. The sound of the
train brought her back to the present. As she was about to take a closer step, she was caught off
guard by a passing butter y. She looked at it in awe. She remembered how free she felt as one
and how much she yearned to become one again when she was younger. Now, it was different.
She didn’t want to be anyone else. She wanted to be Amilia Dawn. She wanted to be a part of a
family again. She wanted to live again even if it was temporary. After all, it’s the little memories
that last a lifetime and she was going to make the most of her nal one.
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“The Storm” by Jaylene Rocha
Jaylene Rocha is an English major at Bakers eld College en route to transfer to California State University,
Bakers eld this fall. She is an experienced project controller serving Bakers eld’s petroleum, energy, and utility
industries over the last ten years. Rocha wrote “The Storm” as a way of coping with her tumultuous relationship
with her mother and to compare it to the aggressiveness of various weather systems. Using metaphors,
imagery, and symbolism, Rocha paints a once abundant love to a cold, destructive love from her mother.
Work created in Professor Savanna Andrasian-Jones’ Introduction to Creative Writing course.

The Storm
I love her like I love the rain.
From our rst moment, she showered me with love
in awe of her creation and blessing from above.
But her shower turned into a downpour
Like a violent storm, she ravaged my sanity.
Her rage, like a tornado through the Midwest plains,
seeking vengeance on those who dare to question her control.
Her jealousy quaking apart my con dence;
I can feel my walls tremble at the sound of her booming voice.
Her words are like icy daggers, piercing me with constant agony.
Like a hurricane, her destructive vortex spins our lives into disarray.
This is the price of loving her – a slave to the devastation she creates.
A break in her typhoon, the end seems near –
but the eye of the storm doesn’t guarantee the end.
I never prepared for the storm of loving her;
but no matter how awed she is or how much she’s damaged me
I will always love her like the rain.
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Analysis of “The Storm”
Relationships are often compared to the aggressiveness of storms. Whether it be the
whirlwind of emotions or the rage of jealousy, a storm perfectly embodies a tumultuous
relationship and its ups and downs. “The Storm” is a poem that describes the love of a mother
being compared to various weather systems. Using metaphors, imagery, symbolism, and irony,
Rocha paints a once abundant love which becomes a cold, destructive love from her mother.
The poet uses metaphors to compare her mother’s love to rain. Rocha’s transition of
metaphors to different weather systems symbolizes how her mother’s love changes over time
and its effects on her. Her mother’s love for her child at birth is abundant: “she showered me
with love / in awe of her creation and blessing from above” (Rocha, line 2-3). The mother’s love
is blissful in the beauty she created and her thanks to God. The metaphors shift to stronger
forces of weather and change the overall tone of the poem. The mother’s love and actions are
compared to hurricanes, typhoons, and earthquakes, all strong and destructive forces of nature.
Rocha wants the reader to understand the severity of the abuse she’s endured, in both the
physical and emotional state. She knows that the abuse will stop temporarily but that it will
never permanently end: “…the end seems near – / but the eye of the storm doesn’t guarantee
the end” (Rocha, line 13-14). Rocha’s use of different storm systems in “The Storm” expresses
the unhappiness and pain she’s endured with her mother’s constantly evolving emotions
towards her.
The imagery used in “The Storm” helps the reader visualize the pain the speaker is going
through at the demise of her mother’s abuse. The rage the mother expresses is compared to a
tornado in the Midwest plains. Rocha uses imagery to help the reader to visualize a tornado
sweeping through the Midwestern United States, destroying everything in its path, and how her
mother’s rage was similarly destructive to her mental state. She is victim to jealousy that
“quakes” the internal walls she has built to protect herself (Rocha, line 8). Rocha wants the
reader to envision the con dence being shaken out as if she were in the middle of an
earthquake, being forcefully shaken and scared. It is through these visuals and descriptive text
that the reader can begin feeling the sensations the poet is experiencing. Her mother’s words
are wound with the frigid tone and sharp wit, as her words are compared to daggers: “Her
words are like icy daggers” (Rocha, line 10). Rocha intends for the reader to feel the coldness of
her mother’s words. She compares her mother to “a destructive vortex, sweeping our lives in
disarray” (Rocha, line 11). She uses this line to illustrate the catastrophe her mother has created,
leaving not only herself, but her family, in a mess. These illustrations are powerful in depicting
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how chaotic and unstable her mother is. These lines all relay physical senses of emotion to the
reader so they can feel empathy towards the poet.
Rocha’s use of symbolism is her mother’s “true” love as rain. She speci cally states in both
the beginning and end of the poem that she loves the rain, meaning she loves her mother at
her best. With what is known about rain, the reader can identify that the severity of rain varies
depending on the condition. This can be interpreted as the state of her mother’s mental
condition. When her mother was happy and in awe of her newborn child, the mother showered
her child in love, but as the tone changed, her “shower changed and turned to a downpour”
(Rocha, line 3). Her mother’s once abundant love shifted to a heavy heart, which turned her love
to a heavy rain. These heavy rains are mentioned again with “a break in her typhoon” (Rocha,
line 13). She uses this typhoon to symbolize her mother’s destructive love. These different
specimens of rain exemplify her mother’s different stages of love. Rain is also associated with or
symbolized by tears in other works of art. The use of rain in the poem could be an emotional
rain inside Rocha that is both painful and relieving. The rain is also as a wave of relief towards
the end of the poem: “I will always love her like the rain.” (Rocha, line 17). Rocha seems to have
a moment of clarity that, though her mother’s love is destructive, the bonds of love cannot be
broken by forces of nature; therefore, she will always have love towards her mother.
Rocha’s love for her mother is also ironic. She writes that she “loves her mother like [she]
loves the rain” (Rocha, line 1). Rain is often associated with weather that not many people enjoy
and often nd inconvenient. Rocha uses this irony to signify that not everyone loves or
understands her mother or the way she is raising her children. Her mother’s parental choices
are criticized by others “seeking vengeance on those who dare to question her control” (Rocha,
line 7). The poem’s use of irony is signi cant because it helps creates empathy towards both the
poet and the mother. Rocha’s acceptance of her mother’s destructive love is also ironic: “but no
matter how awed she is or how much she’s damaged me / I will always love her like the rain.”
(Rocha, lines 16-17). The reader can interpret the irony as both the result of internalized con ict
the poet has towards her mother’s destructive love and the release of the pain she’s endured.
The irony also helps create the safe emotional space Rocha needs to express her feelings
towards her mother.
Rocha realizes that the unpredictability of her mother’s love will remain constant, but
despite her mother’s destructive tendencies, she still loves her. Rocha’s use of metaphors,
imagery, symbolism, and irony in “The Storm” capture the essence of a chaotic motherdaughter relationship. Through the metaphors, imagery, symbolism, and irony, Rocha provides
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the reader with a sense of understanding and compassion for the poet, the mother, and for the
abuse she’s endured at the expense of belonging to her mother.
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“Iago: The Art of Trust and Manipulation in Othello” by Devyn Hollis
Devyn Hollis, 22 years old and born to a loving single mother, wrote “Iago: The Art of Trust and Manipulation in
Othello” due to William Shakespeare’s powerful application of manipulation tactics and psychological warfare.
An English major, Hollis is passionate about all forms of writing and hopes to become an author and editor in
the future.
Work created in Professor Daniel Gomes’ Survey of English Literature course.

From the portrayal of tentative revenge against familial murderers in Hamlet to the analysis
of unjusti ed jealousy and hatred towards an otherwise loyal wife in The Winter’s Tale, William
Shakespeare never shied away from exploring the murky depths of the human mind and
psyche. Yet, the most intriguing character that epitomizes the best of Shakespeare’s preemptive
psychological studies is the despicable Iago. A tortured antagonist who is cruel towards every
character within Othello, Iago takes advantage of others’ needs and desires by employing
manipulation tactics in order to gain trust. While psychology as a eld did not exist during the
16th-17th century, Iago foreshadowed how people can take advantage of the human mind. By
manipulating other characters’ weaknesses and cultivating their fears, Iago interjects his way
into their personal lives in order to accomplish his ambiguous goal of revenge. William
Shakespeare employs manipulation tactics, such as fostering fears and overzealously discussing
love for other characters, to portray a man well-versed in how both trust and deceit are
intertwined in creating a truly nefarious villain.
Among the key relationships in Othello, Iago and Othello’s is inarguably the most
signi cant, as essentially every single action within the play is part of Iago’s master revenge
scheme to in uence and destroy Othello. Psychologically and characteristically, Iago acts as
Othello’s counselor, as well as his conspirator, to gain Othello’s trust. During Iago’s initial
remarks to Othello about Desdemona’s potential in delity, Iago enforces himself as simply a
man concerned about a fellow friend; however, his manner of expressing these anxieties is
enacted in such a subtle way that Othello has no choice but to listen to Iago’s suspicions. As
eloquently re ected by Dr. Haim Omer and Dr. Marcello Da Verona:
Iago attracts Othello’s attention by an unexpected remark made as if it were to himself.
Surprising and abrupt communications tend to leave the recipient intrigued and mentally
disorganized… The fact that he is talking to himself makes Othello receive it uncritically:
how different might Othello’s reaction have been, had Iago told him straightforwardly:
“Master Othello, Cassio’s behavior with Desdemona displeases me.” (102)
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Othello’s attention, without any knowledge about how trust and differing types of
communication can affect both the speaker and listener(s). As a result, one can de nitively
conclude that Shakespeare was entirely aware that “surprising and abrupt communications…
leave the recipient intrigued and mentally disorganized” (Omer and Da Verona 102). Iago
seemingly did not intend for Othello to hear him; hence, Othello had no reason to suspect
Iago’s suspicions were false, enhancing the tactic and adding to its credibility. In addition to
communication acting as a psychological technique, Iago digs his claws into Othello by
cultivating his already existing innermost fears and vices.
Iago implements almost every facet of modern-day psychology to his advantage while
he tears Othello’s entire life apart; however, Othello’s jealousy and preoccupation with his wife’s
delity and sex life are especially exploited. While communication is one of the rst
manipulation tactics utilized by Iago, the unfounded portrayal of Desdemona as a sexually
promiscuous and cheating wife is employed most consistently. Nonetheless, the depiction
would never have adhered to Othello’s psyche had Othello not already experienced intense
insecurity and anxiety about his wife’s loyalty. Indeed, Desdemona’s own father had already
implanted the seed of skepticism within the rst few hours of their matrimony when he
proclaimed, “She has deceived her father, and may thee” (Shakespeare 1.3.292). Shakespeare
understood via psychological tendencies (while proper research did not exist, he most likely
realized through observation and personal experience) that men are more prone to undue
jealousy than women, resulting in a surge of domestic violence cases. As observed by Jean
Duncombe et al:
In many cases, the jealous husband is convinced that his wife is involved with another man
and looks for all evidence to back his conviction. Nearly everything can be considered to
be proof: independent behavior,… the wife merely being friendly to other men,… or even
the vehement denial by the wife that she is unfaithful. (Gelles qtd. in Duncombe et al. 109)
Duncombe et al.’s analysis reveals the crux of Iago’s revenge scheme: Othello was already
overtly possessive of his wife and suspicious of her, and the over owing jealousy simply
required Iago’s concerns as evidence to kindle into intense aming hatred. As a result of Iago
manipulating Othello’s weaknesses of distrustfulness and insecurity, Iago sent Othello down a
path leading towards destruction. The tragedy of Othello’s psychology lies in Othello’s
unwillingness to deviate from what he believed as truth, and Iago was entirely capable of
viewing this, which served his plan perfectly.
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It would be highly coincidental if Shakespeare had elected that Iago speak to himself to gain

As alluded to previously, manipulation tactics are at their most powerful when the one
using them integrates themselves in numerous individuals’ lives, and this is especially true of
Iago as he weaves his way not only into Othello’s personal life, but Desdemona’s inner circle as
well. Rather than focus on obtaining a singular character’s faith to put his revenge scheme into
motion, Iago ensures that he possesses the con dence of nearly every single member of
Othello’s community to further revenge and create emotional vulnerability. Although
Desdemona and Iago lack the propensity of interactions that Othello and Iago have acquired,
Desdemona elects to trust him with her marriage, crying out, “What shall I do to win my lord
again?” and refers to him as a “Good friend” (Shakespeare 4.2.149-150). It should not be
pondered as to why she trusts him, though, for Iago comprehends that an individual as
unquestioning as Desdemona does not require a person to have an especially high record of
trustworthiness. According to Piotr Sztompka, “There are three bases on which we determine
the primary trustworthiness of targets: reputation, performance, and appearance” (71).
Disregarding appearance due to Othello’s exible portrayal as a play (budgets can range
immensely, and costumes are not described by Shakespeare), Iago employs both reputation
and performance in his discussions with Desdemona, playing himself up as her friend and
empathizing with her marital anguish. Through Iago’s established reputation as Othello’s
con dant, and his transformative performance as a pitying friend to Desdemona, Iago is nally
capable of concluding his own act and play: Iago, master deceiver and composer of cruel
revenge schemes.
While communication and integrating oneself into inner circles are the primary
manipulation tactics utilized by the villain, there are innumerable examples of Iago subtly using
psychological warfare that furthers other characters’ trust in him. Despite Othello being a
primary target, Iago’s interactions with Cassio and Roderigo are particularly revealing into how
Iago takes advantage of every character within the play. Among the aforementioned examples
are his discussions of love and compassion and, in particular, Iago’s proclamations of devoted
friendship. As observed by Robert B. Heilman,
Iago can please anybody he wants to, and he "woos" whomever it suits his purposes to
seem to love… He uses the word love with astonishing frequency. If you drown yourself, he
assures Roderigo, "I shall never love thee after" (1.3.307), casting even his "moralebuilding" in the style of that coquetry with which he characteristically helps soften up a
victim. He works on Cassio directly: "I think you think I love you," "I protest, in the sincerity
of love and honest kindness" (2.3.316, 333-334). (176)
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Despite counterarguments proclaiming that Cassio and Roderigo were simply foolish to trust
Iago, the opposite is true, as the men required assistance to repair their dif cult situations that
they themselves were incapable of mending. Cassio and Roderigo’s circumstances of losing a
job and being incapable of wooing Desdemona, respectively, forced the men to have
con dence in another individual, allowing Iago to take full advantage with his “coquetry with
which… helps soften up a victim” (Heilman 176). Although these are only a few illustrations of
Iago’s stated devotion, similar examples abound throughout the entire play: “love” incenses
Iago to alert Brabantio to Desdemona and Othello’s secret elopement, and it is the cause of
Iago encouraging Cassio to seek Othello’s forgiveness via Desdemona. Needless to say, these
are all falsehoods, used only to forcefully assimilate intimate camaraderie, emotional
vulnerability, and trust in Iago.
A unique psychological technique that is utilized throughout the play, and extremely wellknown both in the antiquated past and present day, is the tactics of punishment and
reinforcement. Primarily employed when Iago speaks with Roderigo, Cassio, and Othello, Iago
questions their masculinity but also grants compliments when they are due (Shakespeare
3.3.374, 2.3.320-321). Referred to as “exhortation” and “praise” by Ken Jacobsen, “this
alternation between blame and praise cultivates a sense of camaraderie and con dence in his
‘troops,’ as do Iago’s promissory vows and assurances of constancy, assistance, and support…”
(509). The practice of chastisement and commendation may be one of the oldest psychological
tricks in the world, due to its usage throughout history and the present day, yet it retains an
in uence unseen in other types of psychology. Regardless of age, station, ethnicity, gender, etc.,
a combined tactic of scolding and praising works effectively to create trust and conviction in the
individual enforcing it. Although Shakespeare may not have understood the concept in its
entirety, he clearly comprehended the tactics’ power over other individuals, be it young
children or soldiers learning to ght; hence, Shakespeare knew that Iago would exploit such a
persuasive practice.
As has been demonstrated, manipulators, such as Iago, will deceive every individual in
their community, and even their own kin; in regards to Iago, his wife, Emilia, simultaneously
recognizes his attempts at manipulating her, while also cooperating with Iago in his
psychological torment against other characters. Although Emilia appears innocuous and a mere
pawn of Iago’s schemes, she clearly understands his true character, as revealed in the nale of
Othello: “If he say so, may his pernicious soul / Rot half a grain a day! He lies to th’heart”
(Shakespeare 5.2.159-160). Furthermore, Emilia never reveals Iago’s suspicious activity to any of
the large cast in Othello, despite having multiple opportunities to divulge his disingenuous
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personality and bizarre requests, such as asking Emilia to steal Desdemona’s handkerchief.
Regardless, it is evident that Iago verbally and emotionally abuses Emilia throughout the play,
which can be noted by his lewd comments about her while surrounded by their peers, as well
as his aggressive tone whenever they interact (Shakespeare 2.1.100-102, 3.3.303-321). As is
common with real-life domestic abuse, these instances of verbal and emotional manipulation
that occur during their short interactions indicate that Iago has most likely mistreated her during
their entire marriage. Due to the aforementioned abusive behavior, Iago clearly rules over
Emilia psychologically and physically. Additionally, as a result of Emilia serving Desdemona, she
is subsequently in close proximity to Othello, thus reinforcing Iago’s relational ties to both
characters. Iago and Emilia’s marriage is a relationship that most likely existed far earlier than
any of Iago’s other associations, and it would not be unrealistic to conclude that she was most
likely his rst victim of psychological in uence and manipulation; however, this hypothesis
makes Emilia’s fatal de ance of Iago in the nale all the more powerful and bittersweet.
William Shakespeare was a true master of his craft, leading the way for many future
playwrights, authors, and creators of literature, yet one of his most underrated achievements is
the fact that he foreshadowed the modern science of psychology in a multitude of characters,
including Iago. Practices used in psychology, such as emphasizing loving relationships and
employing both punishment and reward, are employed by Iago to foster trust and con dence
within his community. Although such techniques may be utilized with good intentions to help
others, Iago clearly embodies how psychological practices are also capable of engendering
trust to ultimately manipulate and deceive. While Iago’s motive for ruining Othello is ambiguous
and has been debated about for centuries, it cannot be denied that his manipulation of
individuals was carefully crafted by William Shakespeare to exemplify how memorable villains
should be created and immortalized.
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“The Unknown Horizon” by Conner Pruett
Growing up in Bakers eld and majoring in electrical engineering, Conner Pruett hopes to transfer to a 4-year
university after attending Bakers eld College in order to nish his degree. Writing is a small hobby and Conner
also enjoys competing in college golf. After completing his degree, he hopes to build and design electronic
components in addition to accomplishing many great things.
Work created in Professor Naomi Rutuku’s Introduction to Types of Literature course.

One of the hardest things to do is leave everything you know and go follow your desires.
Many artists and authors have created great works of art to show this desire. Disney has also
created a great many pieces that are very poetic. Some of the songs that Disney have created
are “How Far I’ll Go” from the movie Moana, composed by Lin-Manuel Miranda, and “Into the
Unknown” from Frozen 2, composed by Kristen Anderson-Lopez and Robert Lopez. Speci c
poetic devices are used in the song “How Far I’ll Go” and “Into the Unknown” to create the
similar theme of leaving a redundant life in search of something that is being longed for.
The author of “How Far I’ll Go” uses the poetic devices of symbolism and imagery to
support the theme of discovering something that the heart desires. The author uses the horizon
as a symbol of exploration when he says, “See the line where the sky meets the sea / It calls me”
(“How Far” lines 9-10). This adds to the theme because the speaker is torn between staying
where she is and going and exploring the ocean even though she is not supposed to. The
author also uses the same line to show imagery of an open sea and the sky meeting together to
show the beauty of the horizon and how happy she would be if she could go and nd more
things and places to see beyond the horizon. She uses similar imagery later in the song when
she says, “See the light as it shines on the sea / It's blinding” (“How Far” lines 23-24). This line,
mostly similar to the previous verse, adds the line “It’s blinding” to emphasize the how strong
her desire is to explore the world and become her own person. Though this song does talk
about Moana’s physical journey, to literally go across the ocean and survive the dangers that will
face her, it also provides an emotional con ict between her logic to stay and her desire to leave.
Similarly, the song “Into the Unknown” conveys the same message.
The authors of “Into the Unknown” use metaphor and repetition to support the theme of
leaving a redundant life and following the heart’s desires. The authors use a metaphor in line 11
when they say, “You're just a ringing in my ear” (“Into” line 11) to show that the speaker’s desires
to leave her home and seek out the voice she is hearing is constant and does not go away
despite everything that she does or thinks. In addition, the authors’ use of repetition shows that
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the feeling of leaving does not go away when the speaker repeats the line, “Into the unknown”
(“Into” lines 18-20, 29-31, 52). The lines “Are you out there? Do you know me? Can you feel me?
Can you show me?” (“Into” lines 35-38), also use repetition of questioning to emphasize the
pleadings of the main character’s deepest desires. This form of repetition phrases the
character’s wants individually but are ultimately repeating and explaining the same thing—the
query of are they alone and what lies beyond what they cannot see.
The poetic device of internal shift is used in the song “How Far I’ll Go” to support the
theme of leaving a redundant life in search for something that the heart wants. In “How Far I’ll
Go,” there is a shift of idea in between lines fourteen and fteen. Before this shift, the speaker is
talking about leaving the island by saying, “If the wind in my sail on the sea stays behind me /
One day I'll know / If I go there's just no telling how far I'll go” (“How Far” 12-14). After these
lines, it shifts to the topic of staying home where her family and friends are when is says, “I know
everybody on this island seems so happy, on this island / Everything is by design / I know
everybody on this island has a role, on this island” (“How Far” 15-17) to show the inner con ict
of the desire to follow her heart while also knowing that she is expected to say on the island.
This shift is seen again later in the song but in reverse. It goes from the idea of staying home
and leading the village in lines 19-22: “I can lead with pride, I can make us strong/ I’ll be
satis ed if I play along/ But the voice inside sings a different song / What is wrong with me?”
(“How Far” 19-22). It continues by explaining the mental and physical process of going and
exploring what is beyond the horizon in lines 26-28: “And it seems like it’s calling out to me, so
come nd me/ And let me know/ What’s beyond that line, will I cross that line?” (“How Far”
26-28). This further supports the theme of leaving a redundant life and following the heart’s
wants.
Internal shift is also used in the song “Into the Unknown” to support the theme of leaving
a redundant life in search for something that the heart desires. In the rst half of the song the
voice that Elsa (the speaker) continues to hear is viewed negatively because she fears that the
voice is trying to lure her out of her home in order to distract her from protecting the people
that she loves. The line “[a]re you here to distract me so I make a big mistake?” (“Into” line 24)
shows her doubt that the voice is friendly and is trying to ask for her help. After line 24, the tone
shifts from fear and doubt to yearning and acceptance when she says, “Or are you someone out
there who's a little bit like me?” (“Into” line 25) because now she is thinking that the voice is
calling her because it needs her and her powers for help. The shift adds to the theme because
now she is wanting to leave in search of the voice even though she was just thinking of all the
reasons why she should ignore the voice.
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In the songs “How Far I’ll Go” and “Into the Unknown” there is a similar theme of leaving
a redundant life in search for something that the heart desires where various poetic devices are
used to create the theme. Some of these devices are imagery, symbolism, metaphor, repetition,
and internal shift. These two songs are examples of how Disney song lyric authors use poetic
devices to create a deeper meaning in their songs in order to provide a richer experience for
their audience. As more writers go into the unknown with future animation projects at Disney,
you will never know how far they will go with these poetic devices.
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“The Destructive Nature of Revenge” by Rebekah Lemons
Rebekah Lemons is an English and Japanese major at BC who will be transferring to CSUB in the fall to pursue
a BA in English Literature.
Work created in Professor Sara Wallace’s Survey of English Literature course.

Despite being one of the most famous poets of the romantic period, William Blake did not
conform to the common interests of poets at the time, as exempli ed by his poem “A Poison
Tree.” According to The Broadview Anthology of British Literature, edited by Joseph Black, “what
separates his poetry from that of his contemporaries . . . is his lack of interest in ‘painting
nature’” (76), but rather he was interested in the supernatural and exploring Biblical narratives in
his poems. Black states that “the Bible was a tremendous imaginative reserve” to Blake, which
he used as inspiration for both his poems and his paintings (75). The inspiration Blake took
from the Bible was foundational for many of his poems, providing both the themes and
symbolism that helped make his poetry so poignant. Of particular importance to Blake was the
story of Adam and Eve. According to Black, “the rewriting of the biblical drama of the Creation
and Fall . . . underlies nearly all of Blake’s work” and is particularly important in “A Poison Tree”
(75). Blake’s powerful use of the tree metaphor, anaphora to set the tone, and allusion to the
Garden of Eden illustrate the destructive power of revenge and suppressed anger, which
ultimately destroys both the speaker and his foe.
In the poem, the planting and growth of the tree is a metaphor for the speaker’s growing
desire for revenge, which is used to show how uncontrolled anger can consume a person’s life.
In the rst quatrain of the poem, the speaker states that “I was angry with my foe: / I told it not,
my wrath did grow” (Blake 3-4), which marks the moment that he begins to desire revenge
because he did not control his anger. The metaphor continues when the speaker states “And I
waterd it in fears, / Night & morning with my tears” (Blake 5-6), likening his growing negative
emotions toward his foe to the growing and tending of the tree. As a result, his emotions go
unchecked and the seeds of revenge develop roots and continue to grow while he continues to
feed his desire for revenge with his negative uncontrolled emotions. The fruit that the tree bears
is a metaphor for the consequences of unforgiveness and allowing his anger to go
unrestrained; his anger at his foe “grew both day and night” (Blake 9), which causes his desire
for revenge to come to fruition with the eventual destruction of his foe. Because the speaker did
not stop his anger from growing with forgiveness, the speaker becomes more and more
obsessed with his foe, and thoughts of revenge ll his mind day and night. By using a metaphor
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to compare the speaker’s growing anger with a growing tree, Blake demonstrates the danger of
allowing anger to grow without restraint and how it can consume a person’s thoughts and
actions in a harmful way.
Blake demonstrates the consequences of the speaker allowing his anger to grow by
alluding to the Garden of Eden and the fall of man to illustrate the destructive quality of
revenge. The “apple bright” is an allusion to the apple that Eve ate from the Tree of Knowledge,
which according to the Biblical narrative caused the fall of man and allowed sin and evil to enter
the world (Blake 10). The poison apple that the speaker allows to ripen in his heart signals that
the speaker has also experienced a fall from grace, with his anger and thirst for revenge leading
him to seek the destruction of his foe. The apple also serves as an allusion to the temptation of
Eve and Adam and shows the speaker’s growing temptation to act on his anger. Blake further
emphasizes the Biblical allusions by stating that, when the speaker’s foe sees the apple, “he
knew that it was mine. / And into my garden stole” (12-13), implying that the foe also ate from
the apple, suggesting that the speaker’s treacherous deceit leads both the speaker and his foe
astray. The allusion to the garden of Eden helps establish themes of the poem by showing that
the speaker has experienced a second “fall” by allowing his anger to go uncontrolled, resulting
in the despoilment of the garden when his foe hangs from the tree because of his desire for
revenge.
One of the most important poetic devices that Blake uses in the poem is anaphora, which
establishes a sense of tension that is used to reinforce the poem’s main theme. Throughout the
poem, Blake starts several lines with the word “and” to create a sense of progression to the lines
describing the speaker’s growing anger. Using anaphora also helps to show the character
development of the speaker throughout the poem, such as when the speaker states, “And I
sunned it with smiles, / And with soft deceitful wiles” (Blake 7-8), which demonstrates that the
speaker’s anger has led him to become bitter and deceptive. The speaker’s growing
deceitfulness allows him to fool those around him, while his anger continues to grow and
consume him more and more. As a result, the speaker’s foe does not know about the speaker’s
feelings until the end of the poem, when it is too late to resolve the con ict between them or
make amends because the speaker has murder in his heart. Blake’s use of anaphora builds
tension as the poem advances to the conclusion, creating a sense of foreboding as the poison
tree grows within the speaker’s heart.
Ultimately, Blake shows that it is not only the foe who is poisoned and destroyed, but the
speaker himself, through his expert use of metaphor, allusion, and anaphora. Long after his foe
is destroyed, the poison tree will remain in the speaker’s heart, showing that the desire for
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revenge is a two double-edged sword that destroys both parties involved. The foe may be
destroyed, but the speaker still must deal with the uncontrolled anger in his heart, which will be
far more dif cult to tame or uproot now that it has been allowed to grow to fruition. The poison
tree has a double meaning because both the speaker and his foe who are poisoned from the
tree. As a result, Blake shows the importance of forgiveness and the possible consequences of
allowing anger to go unchecked. Blake’s poem is a powerful illustration of the destructive
power that uncontrolled anger can have in one's life and shows that seeking revenge may
ultimately destroy themselves as well as their enemy.
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“The Messy Truth of People: Realism in Hedda Gabler” by Benjamen Lempinen
Benjamen Lempinen, 21 years old and born into a loving family, is an aspiring young writer who wrote "The
Messy Truth of People: Realism in Hedda Gabler" due to a fascination with the focus of truth in the Realism
genre. Benjamen loves all forms of storytelling, from books and lms, to tabletop RPGs. Lempinen will be
graduating from Bakers eld College in Fall of 2022 if all goes well as an English major. He looks forward to
future literary adventures with the love of his life and friends and family alike as he seeks to be an author in
multiple genres.
Work created in Professor Naomi Rutuku’s Survey of World Literature course.

What is Realism? Realism, when boiled down to its bare essentials, is the “desire to tell
truth about the world, unvarnished” (Rutuku, slide 2). The rise of Realism arose as a natural
counterargument to its idealistic predecessor, Romanticism. A standout author in the eld of
Realism was Henrik Ibsen, whose work was mainly focused on revealing the truth behind
hidden motives and deceit, along with emotional and moral truth, yet in a contradicting
manner, Ibsen’s writing itself does not pass judgement onto his characters (Rutuku, slide 3). The
idea of an author not writing judgement of their characters in their work is a tting technique for
Realism, as its use in Hedda Gabler leaves passing judgment for the audience themselves
without any biases from the author, along with the truth the author presents to the readers.
Hedda Gabler itself is about a woman of the same name who becomes bored with her new
marriage and weaves a web of manipulations that closes in her killing herself when her
schemes are ruined. Henrik Ibsen utilizes the characters of Hedda Gabler to reveal the messy
and unadulterated truth that humans by nature are imperfect, capable of doing horrible things
to others and themselves, and this revelation of truth is a stark example of Realism.
In Hedda Gabler, Hedda herself, along with Judge Brack, represent Henrik Ibsen’s
Realism’s nasty truth of people being manipulative and the disturbing length that people will go
to get what they want. In the case of Hedda, we see her manipulate the feelings of others
primarily to get what she wants; in the case of Aunt Julie, it is to make her feel inferior and to
make her give Hedda space; with Tesman, it is to keep him wrapped around her nger, seeking
to meet her every want or need; with Eilert, it is to ruin himself to get out of the way of her
husband’s success and ability to provide for her whims; lastly with Thea, she uses both
emotional and physical manipulation to ruin Thea’s life and happiness. The biggest example of
Hedda’s manipulation can be seen in her pushing of Løvborg towards ruining, and ultimately
taking, his life. This process started with her playing with his emotions, talking about what their
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old relationship was; then she played upon his pride to push him towards breaking his sobriety;
and once he did this, it was easy to push him towards joining the party, where she knew he
would get drunk enough to ruin his reputation and make other mistakes (Ibsen 840-844). This
all ended when he returned the day after without his manuscript and planned on killing himself,
which Hedda pushed him towards by not telling Løvborg that she had his papers as well as by
giving him one of her pistols (Ibsen 854-856). The culmination of this can be seen in the
following quotation:
HEDDA. No, wait! Take a souvenir to remember me by.
[She goes over to the writing table, opens the drawer and the pistol case. She returns
to LØVBORG with one of the pistols.]
LØVBORG. [Looks at her.] That’s the souvenir?
HEDDA. [Nodding slowly.] Do you recognize it? It was aimed at you once.
LØVBORG. You should have used it then.
HEDDA. Here, you use it now. (Ibsen 856)
While Hedda is unhappy, bored, and even depressed about her life, she is a compulsive
manipulator who seeks to control others because of the boredom that she nds outside of her
control. She decides to play a dangerous game, one that plays with people’s lives and
emotions, and one that she plays well enough to lead a man down a course, at the end of which
he kills himself. Judge Brack is also a manipulator and is gunning to make Hedda his new
plaything and puppet to do whatever he wants. He believes he has achieved just that when he
reveals to Hedda that he knows she gave her gun, which was found at the scene of his death, to
Løvborg and threatens that he will reveal the truth unless she does as he wishes. This can be
seen in the following:
BRACK. [Bends over her and whispers.] No, Hedda Gabler, not as long as I keep quiet.
HEDDA. [Looking fearfully at him.] And what if you don’t keep quiet—then what?
BRACK. Then the way out is to claim that the pistol was stolen.
This disgusting display shows to both Hedda and the readers that Brack is the more
experienced player in this game of manipulations, and the only way out is to refuse to play. His
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own manipulation and desire for control led him to blackmail, and Hedda’s response was to ee
from it in the most permanent and self-destructive way possible.
While few characters are as self-destructive as Hedda, all of the characters are selfdestructive in one way or another, and one comes closer than the others in matching the
suicidal heroine. Hedda and Eilert Løvborg in Ibsen’s Realism represent the miserable truth that
people are self-destructive. Hedda’s schemes come undone, and she is set to be under Judge
Brack’s thumb unless she confesses her part in Eilert’s suicide/death, and likely the rest of her
manipulations. Instead of either being Brack’s plaything or accepting the consequences of her
actions, she chooses the most self-destructive choice a person can make: she chooses suicide.
This can be seen in the ensuing quote:
HEDDA. [Loudly and clearly.] Yes, that’s what you’re hoping for, isn’t it, Judge? You, the one
and only cock of the walk—
[A shot is heard within. TESMAN, MRS. ELVSTED and BRACK all jump to their feet.]
TESMAN. Oh, she’s playing around with those pistols again.
[He pulls the curtains aside and runs in. MRS. ELVSTED follows. HEDDA is stretched out
lifeless on the sofa. Confusion and cries. BERTA comes running in from the right.] (Ibsen
867)
Hedda quite literally would rather go out with a bang than lose control; as such, she is acting
like the ultimate sore loser, throwing the biggest tantrum, and if she did not want to lose, she
should not have played this game of manipulation and deceit. But this does not change the fact
that this was all her choice, and that leaves little room but to recognize the darkness found in
human nature. Eilert is not so different; after re-ruining his reputation, ending his sobriety streak,
losing his great work, cutting things off between himself and Thea, and at the prompting of
Hedda, he sets out to either recollect his manuscript from the woman he believed stole it, or yet
again, commit the self-destructive act of suicide. This can be seen in the following excerpt:
HEDDA. So, what will your road be now?
LØVBORG. None. Only to see to it that I put an end to it all. The sooner the better.
HEDDA [Comes a step closer.] Eilert Løvborg—Listen to me now—Can you see to it that—that
when you do it, you bathe it in beauty?...
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to LØVBORG with one of the pistols.]…
LØVBORG. [Puts the pistol in his breast pocket.] Thanks. (Ibsen 856)
Just before this condensed exchange, Eilert had lied to Thea about destroying his and Thea’s
manuscript, setting up his greatest self-destructive act by starting with a smaller one, an
unnecessary lie, rather than simply saying he had lost the manuscript (Ibsen 854). Not only does
Løvborg lie to Thea, but he also chooses to break off their relationship and partnership, rather
than staying and trying to make things work (Ibsen 854). But self-destructive tendencies are not
the only faults of human character made clear in this Realism piece.
George Tesman and Aunt Julie represent Henrik Ibsen’s Realism’s unfortunate truth of
people being self-absorbed and that people objectify others. Tesman, while trying to meet
Hedda’s wants and needs alike, sees Hedda as little more than a trophy wife and does not see
t to consult her on any matters that affect them both. Not only does he not consult her, but he
insults her intelligence and suggests he does not think she is capable of thinking for herself, as
throughout the play he constantly speaks some variation of the phrase, “…Just think, Hedda”
(Ibsen 817). Beyond this, Tesman and Aunt Julie both treat and see Hedda as little more than an
object or animal/pet that serves as a means to what they want. This can be seen in the following
quote:
TESMAN. …But Auntie, take a good look at Hedda before you go. Look at how charming
and attractive she is… have you noticed how she’s blossomed, how well she’s lled out on
our trip?
HEDDA. Oh, leave it alone!
MISS TESMAN. [Stops and turns.] Filled out?
TESMAN. Yes, Aunt Julie. You can’t see it so well right now in that gown— but I, who have a
little better opportunity to—…
MISS TESMAN. [Folding her hands and gazing at HEDDA.] Lovely . . . lovely . . . lovely. That’s
Hedda. [She goes over to her and with both her hands takes her head, bends it down,
kisses her hair.] God bless and keep Hedda Tesman for George’s sake. (Ibsen 817).
In this interaction, Tesman and Aunt Julie speak of Hedda as if she is some prize sow or heifer
who is fattening up nicely, rather than a human being who is in the room with them. Not only
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that, but Tesman sees it t to make an offhand comment referring to their sex life in front of his
aunt, denoting just how little he considers or respects his wife. Tesman’s language of describing
her as “ lled out” and his statement of “but I, who have a little better opportunity to…” suggests
he sees her as little more than a trophy wife and sex object, rather than his wife, his partner, and
a woman, which all deserve his respect (Ibsen 817). Just before this interaction, Aunt Julie is
questioning Tesman about whether or not he had any other news for her, all the while
constantly insinuating that she is asking if Hedda is pregnant yet, which further explains her
reaction to Tesman’s statement about Hedda lling out, as it is made clear Aunt Julie sees
Hedda as little more than a babymaker for the boy she raised (Ibsen 814). It is ironic that the two
characters that see and treat Hedda the most as a thing, not a person, are some of the most
unwitting victims of Hedda’s manipulations, yet they are not the only ones and certainly not the
ones who suffer the worst at the hands of it, as they arguably go out with a bang.
The characterization and relationships between the characters in Henrik Ibsen’s Hedda
Gabler are a complicated web of manipulation and little care, self-destructive behavior, and
self-interest and objecti cation, which weave thoroughly together to represent the dark truth of
human nature being imperfect and malign. This exempli es Realism, which reveals
unadulterated truth. Hedda is a manipulator willing to do whatever it takes to get what she
wants; Judge Brack is also a manipulator, and is gunning to make Hedda his new plaything;
Tesman sees Hedda as a brainless trophy wife; and Aunt Julie sees Hedda only as a babymaker.
All of these characters reveal the truth that people are not always kind, altruistic, or good as
humanity likes to think, but at the same time, while the characters are not made to be likeable,
they still engage the readers with their story, even causing the reader to root for them in spite of
their lack of morality and ethics. Despite everything, no matter their horrible actions, the reader
is drawn into the story of the cast of Hedda Gabler, just as humanity is with people of
questionable character in real life, with a need to know the end, even if it is a morbid bang like
that of the character once known as Hedda Gabler. But that begs the question, was Ibsen
merely revealing the awed nature of man, or was he attempting to warn not to be the type of
person who worries about lying in the bed they have made (Ibsen 834)? “Yes, yes, Judge, I
almost said: you make your bed, you have to lie in it” (Ibsen 834).
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“Reject the Gender Binary” by Swan Ian Galarze
Born and raised in the Boyle Heights district of Los Angeles, Swan Ian Galarze is an inmate serving a 25 to life
sentence. He is also a student attending Bakers eld College. The assignments are from the spring 2021
semester in which Swan took and completed courses English B1A, Art B37, History B30A, Psychology B1B,
B20, and B33, and Sociology B28. He is grateful to be a part of the Inmate Scholars program.
Work created in Professor Jennifer Craig’s Expository Composition course.

The idea of gender bias has been seen by some sociologists as an outcome of active
efforts in society to produce and maintain difference (Wade 6). Today most individuals are
socialized to believe that there are only two type of people: male-bodied individuals who are
masculine and female-bodied individuals who are feminine; these types are fundamentally
different and contrasting (Wade 11). Sociologists identify this ideology as the gender binary
(Wade 11). While most individuals in society conform to cultural and social norms regarding
gender, there are people who deviate and reject the binary. Feminists and con ict theorists
have brought to light disturbing evidence of gender inequality. This is due to the in uence the
binary has had on society’s view of anything feminine as being weak and inferior to male
masculinity (Wade 131). This has caused for some people to advocate for the abolishment of
the gender binary. However, this may prove to be a dif cult challenge, seeing that the gender
binary is embedded in every aspect of American society’s social life and structure (Wade 11).
The gender binary is an ideology and system that perpetuates the unequal distribution of
power and privilege in society.
Individuals taking an objective perspective may view the gender binary as the system
that allows people in society to sanction certain behaviors by giving their support, approval, or
by installing formal actions of disapproval and nonsupport (Introduction to Sociology 57). These
sanctions can be viewed to work as a form of social control that encourages conformity to
cultural norms, allowing individuals to smoothly navigate throughout society (Introduction to
Sociology 57). However, these perspectives fail to recognize that the gender binary is a social
construct that encourages the unfair treatment and acknowledgement of the intersex and
LGBTQ population (Wade 29). As long as society continues to think of gender in binary terms,
the individuals who show courage in being their true selves (by not upholding the gender
binary) will continue to be subjected to unequal treatment and discrimination.
The in uence of social factors beginning from the earliest stages of socialization has
shown to have devastating effects on children conforming to male stereotypes of
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hypermasculinity. In the article “Teaching Men to be Emotionally Honest,” author Andrew Reiner
writes about a video of a child who, with the encouragement of his father, aggressively attempts
to ght off tears after receiving his rst vaccinations (Reiner 589). The boy’s father was recorded
stating, “Don’t cry!... Aw, big boy! High ve, high ve! Say you’re a man: I’m a man!” (Reiner
589). Studies are clear that exhibiting hypermasculinity can lead to self-defeating behaviors
(Wade 145). Although it can come at a cost, men will go through great lengths to avoid
displaying anything associated with femininity. Although research has shown that emotion and
rationality are linked, efforts to maintain distinction (by perpetuating stereotypes that uphold
the gender binary) continues to be the driving force in society, depicting men to be rational
while women are portrayed as emotional (Wade 31). The gendering of emotions creates a false
reality of who people are as individuals (Wade 31). Although well-intentioned, parents may be
modeling and teaching their children harmful behaviors and attitudes that uphold the idea that
anything that is not associated with masculinity is inferior.
Additionally, to attain upward mobility in the workplace, women are forced to give up
certain aspects of their femininity and adopt masculine strategies. In the article “Why Men Still
Can’t Have It All,” the author states that Facebook COO Sherly Sandberg has encouraged
women to negotiate harder, be more assertive, forget about being liked, and instead
concentrate on instead letting ‘er rip (Dorment 558). Although Sandberg is encouraging women
to get ahead, her attitude and tone suggest that the subordination of femininity (women) in the
workplace is justi ed. It does not seem fair that female-bodied (as well as intersex and malebodied people who do not t into the gender binary) individuals have to compete in an
androcentric environment (unless you are male-bodied, identify as male, and exhibit masculine
qualities) where in order to get ahead, women are expected to meet a standard that they can
never really live up to, at least not without being heavily policed or labeled a pariah (Wade 167).
Furthermore, the notion that all male-bodied individuals identify as male and femalebodied as female is false. In the article “From He to She in First Grade,” author Laurie Frankel
details a couple’s account of their at-the-time son experiencing a form of gender dysmorphia
(587). The article ends with the parents, who are understanding, assisting their child’s transition
from male to female, and in the end having no regrets (Frankel 588). Although the child in the
article had unconditional support for their choice in deviating from the gender binary, other
people’s transitions are not as smooth. Because of cultural norms and heavy gender policing
brought on by the gender binary, the loss of friends, lovers, or the support of parents and other
family is the risk and consequence of nonconformity (Wade 83).
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Additionally, masculinity is hegemonic (Wade 137). In the article “What about Gender
Roles in Same Sex Relationships?,” author Stephen Mays asserts that when it comes to
relationships, Southern gay men would prefer to be with a masculine man (596). Mays states,
“They want a boyfriend who likes the outdoors, is in good physical condition, plays sports, and
all those other standard characteristics for men” (596). The author further states that he does not
know why masculine men are more desirable than men whose displays and are viewed as
seeming feminine (Mays 597). Men who fail to embody hegemonic masculinity (an idea that is
impossible to live up to) can see themselves or are viewed by others as lesser men (Wade
138-139). This type of thinking enables individuals to rank (hierarchy of masculinity) themselves
and others, with those who embody the most positive traits on the masculine side of the gender
binary at the top (Wade 138).
Worse, male ight has shown to be a factor in poor school performance. Sociologists
point out that “[b]oys’ underperformance in school has more to do with anatomy, hormones, or
brain structure (Reiner 590). Studies show that women are now outperforming men at all levels
of schooling (Wade 137). It is disturbing that men would leave valuable arenas to avoid
femininity (Wade 137). At one point, education was a space dominated and valued by most
men. Now that women have greater access (rightfully) and are excelling, men that embody
masculine stereotypes no longer nd it desirable. Until society rejects androcentrism, any
aspect of society’s social structure that is associated with women and femininity will be viewed
as undesirable and inferior.
Although the gender binary is a social construct that perpetuates a false reality of who
and what it means to be male and female, social forces continue to successfully maintain and
bene t from the unequal distribution of power and privilege in our society. Academics and
feminists Lisa Wade and Myra Marx Ferree highlight that gender is not an isolated social fact
but instead intersects with all aspects of people’s social identities (95). There is a need for
change not just in the ways society looks at gender, but also in the social structure that, from the
moment we are born, begins to in uence and shape who we are and how we live our lives. If
society is ever to achieve equal rights for its citizens, regardless of class, race, or ethnicity,
addressing the issue regarding gender must be made a priority.
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English: Colloquium Winners
The BC English Department recognizes the excellent work, diversity, and future potential of its students with its
annual Student Colloquium. Currently-enrolled BC students are encouraged to submit an essay between
1500-3000 words on any topic in English and literature. The rst- place nalist is awarded $1000, while
runners'-up are awarded $250 each. The English Department Colloquium is generously sponsored by the
Norman Levan Center for the Humanities.
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“Unfurling the Myths” Abram Ryan’s Legacy of Lost Cause Education” by Brooke Garner
Colloquium rst place

The “Glorious Lost Cause of White America” is a highly controversial and insidiously
in uential undercurrent of the United States' history that is insuf ciently discussed. Born of
egregious white supremacy, Lost Cause Mythology claims that the South had been persecuted
for nothing more than invoking their states’ rights to secession. This myth, which diminishes the
signi cance of slavery as the causus belli of the Civil War, remained largely unchallenged until
the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s. To this day, The Myth of the Lost Cause is accepted as
an axiom in the South. How could anyone a sesquicentenary after the war believe with heart
and soul this skewed version of history when the truth is plain to any casual Civil War scholar?
To answer this question we must begin where the Civil War ends. Here, we nd the postConfederates lost in a purgatory of defeat. As they grieved their losses, both of their men and
their Confederacy, they were made to participate in the Reconstruction of the South: a federal
attempt to repair the disjointed United States of America, often through extreme measures.
Fueled by their fear of Black freedom, hatred of Northern ideology, and love of the
Confederacy, the South collectively moved to redeem their Southern states from the federal
government’s control. Lost Cause sympathy and popularity increased, and the literature of the
South began to echo the sentiment of this mythology. There would be a rise in popularity of
poetry penned by Confederate sympathizers who sought to honor the Confederacy and the
Lost Cause it fought for. The rhetoric of one poet-priest and Confederate sympathizer Abram
Ryan sensationalized the Myth of the Lost Cause in the postbellum South in the elegiac poem
“The Conquered Banner.” His poem was so adored by the South for its call to immortalize the
Confederacy through acts of remembrance that it directly in uenced the version of Civil War
history that ensuing generations of Southern children would be taught for over a century.
To make the connection between Abram Ryan’s “Conquered Banner” and the curriculum
of the South, “Old South” should be de ned to establish why it was so important to Ryan, an
Irish-American Catholic. The Old South is best known for its status as “the Cotton Kingdom”
(Woodward 4). It has been romanticized for the sophistication and aristocracy associated with
plantation life. Though born in the North, Ryan would spend his formative years in this Old
South. His father moved their family to Missouri after having worked for a slaver and plantation
owner in Maryland. O’Connell suggests that Ryan’s father viewed this employer quite favorably,
as he named Abram after him (3). His father’s reverence for the man would undoubtedly
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in uence Ryan’s attitude about slavery and plantation life. In his early twenties Ryan attended
Catholic Seminary school at Our Lady of the Angels in upstate New York (O’Connell 9). While
there, he wrote letters to his brother in which he complained about living among the South’s
“Yankee neighbors” (O’Connell 10), demonstrating that he identi ed as a Southerner and had
aligned his values with those of Southern Democrats. Sometime between 1858 and 1859, Ryan
began working under editor James McMaster for the Catholic newspaper The New York
Freeman’s Journal (“The Conquered Banner” would make its rst appearance in this same
paper in June of 1865). In this newspaper, McMaster, who would become a dear friend of
Ryan’s, “advocated that Catholics should not serve and ght for emancipation” (Gleeson 163)
and was “violently opposed [to] abolitionists, whom he saw as enemies of Catholicism”
(O’Connell 10). This opinion was common among Irish-American Catholics who opposed the
anti-Catholic and anti-immigrant Know-Nothing American Party which had ercely supported
abolitionism and, by association of beliefs, were thought to be involved with the Republican
Party. Because of this perceived connection, Irish-Americans saw in Northern Republicans a
re ection of the tyrannical English government that had dehumanized Irish Catholics. As
Gleeson argues, “McMaster became a hero to many Irish[-]American Catholics in the North and
the South, and [even to] non-Catholic Confederates” for his pro-Confederate views (163).
McMaster’s political ideas, and the prevailing notion that Catholics would suffer should slavery
be abolished, greatly in uenced Ryan, and he found himself further devoted to the institutions
of the South. Ryan was very vocal about his support of the South in his sermons at Our Lady of
the Angels. This went against the Catholic church’s decision to refrain from involvement in “the
political and economic arrangements of particular cultures” and eventually, due to “con icts
with authority,” he would request to be dispensed from his vow of obedience to his Catholic
superiors (O’Connell 18-24). Upon approval of this request, Ryan made it his mission as a parish
priest to rally support for the Confederacy through sermons, public lectures, and poetry
readings. To an Irish-American Catholic like Abram Ryan, the Old South meant more than
romanticized plantation life. It was an opportunity to assimilate with non-Irish white Southerners
through his unyielding support of the institutions of the South in order to prove that he was “just
as much [a] ‘true southerner’ as [a] native white citizen” (Gleeson 187). “The Conquered
Banner,” while undoubtedly a heartfelt lamentation, was Ryan’s opportunity to express his
allegiance and, by extension, claim his status as a Southern white.
After the war, Abram Ryan would continue his “[f]ierce loyal[ty] to the seceded South [as
he] saw it as his postwar duty to keep the memory of the Confederacy alive” (Barrett and Miller
391), perhaps to ensure that he would maintain his status as an equal through his continued
support. Shortly after Lee’s surrender at Appomattox, Ryan wrote “The Conquered Banner” to
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express his grief over the lost Confederacy and to call Southerners to honor and remember the
Confederate dead and the Old South they had died for. He accomplishes this through his
mournful, elegiac tone that forces readers to picture the Battle Flag of the Confederacy as
“weary,” and “drooping dreary” (Ryan, “Banner” lines 1-2). The words “drooping” and “dreary”
almost personify the ag by assigning to it the same postures and emotions that the South, and
especially the men of the Confederate Army, felt by the time of their defeat. He pleads with his
audience to “furl [the ag for] . . . ‘tis tattered; / Broken is its staff and shattered” (Ryan, “Banner”
lines 8-11) as though he is asking readers to lay the ght to rest because the Southerners who
supported it, like the tattered ag, were physically no longer able to go on. He portrays
Southerners as a people who had endured the most brutal cruelties of a tyrannical government.
The tone leans more optimistically by the fth stanza as Ryan commends the people of the
South for their unwavering loyalty to their cause, their banner, and their men. He comments that
“though conquered, they adore [the ag] / Love the cold, dead hands that bore it” (Ryan,
“Banner” lines 32-35) and in doing so lionizes their allegiance to the Confederacy. The attention
to Southern bravery and faithfulness woven through Ryan’s “Conquered Banner” is a precursor
to the sentiment that would be expressed through the Myth of the Lost Cause. This myth would
develop further during reconstruction and become the blueprint for Southern Civil War
education.
Southerners like Abram Ryan vehemently believed the Mythic version of the war that
would be taught to the children of the ex-Confederacy. In the midst of Reconstruction, Ryan
moved to Georgia and began editing and writing for the Banner of the South, a newspaper that
pandered to the Southern Lost Cause. The Banner newspaper would promote the same ideas
expressed in Ryan’s “Banner.” The Banner of the South would rapidly gain attention for its
promulgation of Lost Cause rhetoric and its unapologetic stance in opposition to Southern
Reconstruction. In an 1868 issue, Ryan had “The Conquered Banner” printed on the front page
and followed it with an article urging Southerners to “not let traditions and memories and
glories . . . pass into oblivion . . . [but to] make [their] children proud of them” (“Salutatory” 4). He
would go on to say:
We owe it to our past to preserve the story of our struggle, and the future will not forgive
us if we fail to record it. And in recording it, we must not use words of apology, as though
we doubted of the righteousness of our cause; but plainly, and fearlessly, true to ourselves,
our cause, to our country—true to the dust of the dead at our feet— . . . we must declare . . .
in words as brave as our warriors were . . . [to p]ass down its memories—they should live
forever. (Ryan, “Salutatory” 4)
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Ryan clearly intended to instill Lost Cause ideology in each subsequent generation of
Southerners. The rhetoric of “Salutatory” echoes his “Conquered Banner,” in which he assures
his Southern readers that the Battle Flag and the Old South values it symbolizes will “live in
song and story / . . . [and] on brightest pages, / Penned by poets and by sages, / . . . [through]
the ages” (Ryan, “Banner” lines 40-44). Ryan’s plea was well received by the legions of
Southerners who felt as though they had been oppressed—as though their culture and their
history were in danger of being erased by the “Radical Republicans” and rising freedman
politicians.
While Ryan was preaching to uphold the values of the Old South, Southern Democrats
were retaliating against the federal government’s forceful attempts to invalidate their states’
Black Code laws. These laws, meant to keep freed Black Americans in a state of peonage in the
South, led to the eventual implementation of martial law in the former Confederacy as a way to
force the Southern states to comply with the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments
(Woodward 23). Southern Democrats feared their states would end up under the permanent
control of the Loyal Leagues—the largely Black political branch of the Freedmen's Bureau—and
banded together to form their own defensive arm: The Ku Klux Klan. In an 1868 letter to the
editor of The New York Herald that was reprinted in South Carolina’s The Tri-Weekly Courier, a
self-proclaimed member of the Klan stated that the group had formed in response to the
“Africaniz[ation] of the South [and the] Radical party[‘s endeavor to] change the American
Government from a free republic to a mongrel despotism” (Gabriel). He voiced that the goal of
the Ku Klux Klan was to “arrest negro dominationin [and] equality, preserve the Constitution as
the fathers made it . . . [and] ensure that [w]hite men, and white men alone, [would be] the
exponents of constitutional liberty” and the governors of the American republic (Gabriel). It is
not a stretch to compare the rhetoric of Abram Ryan to that of Klansman “Gabriel.” Their
commonality is a desire to preserve the Old South warped by the perception that whites, not
Black Americans, had been the victims of oppression. Aldebert Ames, a Radical Republican who
won the 1874 gubernatorial election in Mississippi, expressed his concerns about the attitudes
of Southern Democrats. He foretold that “[t]he old rebel spirit [would] not only revive, but . . .
make itself felt” (Lemann 80). That rebel spirit would possess the South where it was believed
that their duty, as Ryan beseeched, was to honor and remember the Confederate dead and the
sacri ces they made for their Lost Cause.
Ryan’s cry to preserve the memory of the Old South coupled with that rebel spirit
reintroduced an Antebellum idea that the North held too much in uence over the education of
Southern youth. Groen quotes an anonymous writer of the Southern journal Mississippian
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saying: “[a] Southern education is a proper indoctrination as to the rightfulness, the necessity,
[and] the bounties of slavery. . . . [Students] should, from the infant school to the university, . . .
be made familiar with all those powerful arguments . . . by which slavery is supported . . . as a
noble and necessary institution” (30). With the Southern perception of Reconstruction, it was no
surprise that the South again desired to remove all Northern in uences from the education of
their youth. Just as the journals of the Antebellum did, “[postbellum] journals argued for the
necessity of a uniquely [S]outhern literature [and scholarship]” (Bernath 291). Who better to take
on the task of reforming Southern public education than the Daughters of the Confederacy?
The Daughters, founded in 1894, were a group of Southern women united to perpetuate the
memory of the Confederacy and to “endeavor to have used in all Southern schools only such
histories as are just and true” (Janney 170) so that their adored Lost Cause could “go sounding
down [through] the ages” (Ryan, “Banner” line 44). Arguably the best way to impress Ryan’s Lost
Cause rhetoric upon the youth was to have them memorize his poem. An Athens, Georgia
annual report for the 1897-98 school year lists Ryan’s “Conquered Banner” under “poetry to be
memorized” for the fth -grade course of study (“Fifth Grade”). Meanwhile, the Daughters of the
Confederacy would continue to request that the “true” version of the Civil War be taught in
Southern schools to instill in each subsequent generation a love for the Confederacy and a
reverence for the values it fought for, just as Ryan’s “Conquered Banner” had envisioned. Each
former Confederate state had their respective chapters of the Daughters, and each chapter
would petition their state's legislature to take control of Civil War representations in schools. In
an 1896 letter to South Carolina’s former senator and Confederate military of cer Wade
Hampton III, the President of the Wade Hampton Chapter argued that those who had and
fought in or lived through the war had a responsibility to properly educate Southern pupils
concerning the "war for State's [sic] rights" (“Letter to Hampton”). The Charleston chapter, too,
joined in the efforts and asked the Superintendent of Education in Charleston to petition to
South Carolina’s Legislature to allow the use of textbooks “not written by persons opposed to
the Confederate cause” in schools (Loyal to Cause). Not long after their endeavors, a 1907
North Carolina Journal of Education recommended that teachers “let [their] more advanced
students memorize ‘The Conquered Banner’ and recite it . . . when [they] celebrate Lee and
Jackson Day” (Brooks). The Daughters of the Confederacy were integral to the adoption of
curriculum and textbooks that would make it possible to raise generations of Southern school
children on a version of history that instilled in them a love for their states and perpetuated
Southern Lost Cause ideologies.
The petitions brought forward by the Daughters were widely successful as is evident in
states like Virginia, where the Myth of the Lost Cause dominated history textbooks well into the
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twentieth century. Virginia’s textbooks were born from the same ideologies that “The
Conquered Banner” conceptualized in the South. In the 1940s, only a decade before the postWorld War II Civil Rights movement would begin, the state of Virginia allowed their
independent schools to decide which textbooks to purchase and allocate, though “[a]ll of the
recommended texts for history presented the Lost Cause version of the Civil War” (Dean 320).
When Virginia’s politicians feared that their Lost Cause ideology was threatened by the
“communist” Civil Rights ideas presented in textbooks available to their teachers, they doubled
down on their efforts to preserve their “truth.” Virginia’s state government would “exert control
over [its] textbooks” and seek out pro-Confederate authors and publishers to create a
standardized textbook for both elementary and high school (Dean 322-324). The textbooks,
backed by Virginia’s senator and legislators despite backlash from Civil Rights activists, would
become the standard for Virginia in 1957. These textbooks justi ed slavery as an economic
bene t, glori ed Democrat Redeemers, condemned the federal government, and presented
the idea, eerily reminiscent of the Ku Klux Klan, that the government belonged only to the
“hands of native sons” (Dean 327-329). This would remain the standard in Virginia until “1972
[when] the board of education voted unanimously to remove [the textbooks] from classrooms,”
though they would continue to appear as required reading until as late as 1977 (Dean 339).
Virginia was not the only state in the South to teach this version of the Civil War. Historian James
Oliver Horton reminds us that an overwhelming majority of “southern [public] schools taught
pro-slavery propaganda” that in uenced pupils well beyond the nineteenth century (22). He
argues that Southern “[p]ublic education prepared children to think about slavery and race in
ways consistent with the assumption of white supremacy built into American law and custom”
(Horton 22-23). Abram Ryan would have been proud.
Father Abram Ryan passed away in Mobile, Alabama, on the twenty-second of April, 1886.
Two days later an article appeared in the Mobile Register in which its anonymous author
declared: “the fame of Father Ryan is part of the history of this country. What the extent of that
fame shall be can only be measured in the time to come” (1). Though Ryan may not have
achieved a legacy on par with Melville or Whitman, he lives on through the generations of
Southerners who were taught to believe the “truth” he so wanted to instill in them. Ryan is the
ghost of the Lost Cause that permeates the South by way of the hearts and minds of
Southerners. These Southerners, then and now, love the Confederacy as he did—as the
foundation of their identity in white America. The Myth of the Lost Cause is a critical component
of American history that deserves our attention if for no other reason than that the age of Lost
Cause curriculum coincides with the average age of our US Senators. Even for those who
believe Lost Cause rhetoric, an in depth and unbiased study of the people and circumstances
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that formed the myth can be an eye -opening experience. Acknowledging the role that Lost
Cause Mythology plays in today’s America buttresses the Black Lives Matter movement of the
twenty- rst century, and combating its Mythic ideals can lead to revolutionary changes that aim
to remedy current issues of racial inequality. Aside from what we stand to learn from it, it is high
time we furl that ag—and its values—for good.
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“Light and Darkness” by Rebekah Lemons
Colloquium Runner-up

In Romeo and Juliet, one of Shakespeare’s most iconic plays and one of the most
memorable and enduring tragedies of all time, the most important symbol in the play is light/
darkness. In a play lled with incredible wordplay, vivid imagery, and powerful symbolism, light/
darkness stands out above all others because of the multiple ways that it is used throughout the
play. Light is intrinsically associated with Romeo and Juliet, who both represent purity,
goodness, and love, providing life-giving light to each other. However, Shakespeare goes
beyond the traditional use of light/darkness by subverting the way they are used throughout
the play. Darkness, which is usually associated with evil and treachery, becomes a time of
sanctuary and safety for them while daylight, which is often associated with truth and openness,
separates Romeo and Juliet from one another and instead fuels the feud between their families.
In addition, light/darkness is connected to the sun, moon, and stars, all of which have important
symbolic meaning in the play and tie in with the central theme of the inevitability of fate. In the
end, the symbol of light/darkness represents not only Romeo and Juliet’s love for each other
but is tied intrinsically to their tragic fate as well, creating a depth of meaning that is key to
understanding the play’s overarching themes.
The symbol of light/darkness is present from the beginning of the play and is used to
connect Romeo speci cally to darkness. After the brawl in the opening scene of Act 1, Romeo is
described as avoiding daylight and “And private in his chamber pens himself, / Shuts up his
windows, locks fair daylight out / And makes himself an arti cial night” (Shakespeare
1.1.141-143) because of his depression over Rosaline’s rejection of him. The image of Romeo
locking himself away and hiding from the sun demonstrates Romeo’s depressed state, while
also establishing light/darkness as an important symbol. When describing Rosaline, Romeo
states that "The all-seeing sun / Ne'er saw her match since rst the world begun" (Shakespeare
1.2.92-93), further establishing the symbol of light/darkness in the play. Since Romeo is unable
to bask in the light of Rosaline, Romeo chose to banish himself into darkness, doomed to wither
from the lack of light, which in this instance represents love. Darkness is further tied to Romeo
after he is exiled for killing Tybalt, forcing him out of daylight and into darkness because of his
actions. Friar Lawrence warns Romeo to “stay not till the watch be set / for then thou canst not
pass to Mantua” (Shakespeare 3.3.158-159), for he would be caught if he tried to leave Verona
during the day, thereby reinforcing the connection that Romeo has to darkness. By forcing
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Romeo to ee at night, Shakespeare ensures that the two lovers will never be able to stand
together as man and wife openly in the daylight in Verona, reinforcing the impossibility of their
situation and the tragic fate that awaits them at the end of the play.
Juliet is tied to light in the play almost immediately upon being introduced, connecting
her to beauty and purity, while also demonstrating her importance to Romeo. In the darkness of
his depression in the rst act, Romeo encounters a light far more brilliant and rare than Rosaline
in Juliet. Upon seeing her, he exclaims, “O, she doth teach the torches to burn bright! / It seems
she hangs upon the cheek of night” (1.5.44-45), which connects Juliet to light, a symbol that is
used repeatedly in reference to her throughout the play. In one of the most iconic lines of the
play, Romeo calls out, "But, soft, what light through yonder window breaks? / It is the East, and
Juliet is the sun" (Shakespeare 2.2.2-3), creating the rst of several metaphors that compares
Juliet to light throughout the scene. By using the metaphor that Juliet is the sun, Romeo shows
his dependence on her as a life-sustaining light, foreshadowing his hasty actions at the end of
the play when he thinks that she is dead. Romeo also compares Juliet to heaven by saying, “As
daylight doth a lamp; her eye in heaven / Would through the airy region stream so bright / that
birds would sing and think it were not night” (Shakespeare 2.2.21-23), creating a simile that
establishes her purity by speaking of heaven. In addition, the couplet in lines 22-23 establishes
the radiance of Juliet’s beauty and her ability to dispel the darkness that had been hanging
over Romeo since being rejected by Rosaline. In just twenty- ve lines, Shakespeare
demonstrates the depth of Romeo’s feelings, while also using light/darkness to connect Romeo
and Juliet together symbolically as two halves of a whole.
Throughout the play, Shakespeare uses not only the traditional meaning of light/
darkness but subverts it as well by reversing the role of day and night in the play. For example,
according to Rethinking Darkness: Cultures, Histories, Practices, edited by Tim Edensor and Nick
Dunn, “In Western culture, forms of received wisdom and common sense have typically
considered darkness to be laden with negative attributes” (23-24), causing strong superstitions
related to night. For example, nighttime was believed to be when “The devil carried out his
work. . . , and sinister hobgoblins, ghouls, ghosts, witches, and dark elves could be discerned in
shadows and murky shapes” (Edensor and Dunn 24), making night a time of danger and illfortune. In addition, according to Edensor and Dunn, “These superstitious beliefs about the
dark were fueled by Christian orthodoxies which drew on biblical passages to underline
absolute distinctions between a malign darkness and a godly realm of light” (24), making
nighttime not just a time of danger, but evil as well. However, in Romeo and Juliet, nighttime
becomes a time of sanctuary and rest for the titular characters, providing Romeo with “night’s
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cloak to hide [him]” (Shakespeare 2.2.80) from those who would try to tear the blossoming
couple apart. Juliet states that their love was discovered by the night (Shakespeare 2.2.111) and
all but one scene in the play where they are both together takes place at night. In contrast,
daylight holds multiple dangers for the couple, including the threat of discovery and the
potentially lethal consequences of Romeo’s tragic encounter with Tybalt. According to Elizabeth
Bronfen in chapter three of Rethinking Darkness: Cultures, Histories, Practices, “If in darkness
actions are permissible that are forbidden during the day, it is only consistent that the fatal
encounter between Mercutio and Tybalt. . . should take place on a street in Verona, brightly lit
by the noon sun” (Edensor and Dunn 79), which further subverts the typical symbolism of light
and darkness. Certainly, ill-fortune occurs at night in the play, such as when Romeo kills himself
moments before Juliet awakens. However, for the majority of the play, nighttime shelters the
two lovers from the cruel forces that would try to separate them during the day. Ultimately, the
subversion of light/darkness adds depth to the overall meaning of the symbol throughout the
play, making it incredibly poignant that the only scene where Romeo and Juliet are together
during the day is when they are married.
In the end, light/darkness is tied directly to the inevitability of fate, which is one of the
most important themes in the play, through its natural connection to stars. In the prologue, the
chorus states that Romeo and Juliet are “A pair of star-crossed lovers” (Shakespeare Prologue
6), which establishes not only their unfortunate deaths, but connects the theme of the
inevitability of fate to the symbolism of light/darkness. The characters themselves seem to
sense the fate that awaits them at times, with Juliet stating:
Give me my Romeo, and when I shall die,
Take him and cut him out in little stars,
And he will make the face of heaven so ne
That all the world will be in love with night
And pay no worship to the garish sun. (Shakespeare 3.2.22-26)
Her speech, which comes just before she learns of the news that will destroy her hopes of being
together with Romeo in Verona, foreshadows the impossibility of a happy ending for the two
doomed lovers. The foreshadowing in this scene drives home the chorus’s pronouncement of
Romeo and Juliet’s fate at the beginning of the play, enhancing the bittersweetness of the
scene. The characters themselves seem to sense the shadow of death hanging over him, with
both Romeo and Juliet seeming morbidly obsessed with the idea of death. By stating, “Give me
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my Romeo, and when I shall die” (Shakespeare 3.2.22), Juliet implies that the death of Romeo
will result in her death as well, signifying that their lives have become entwined and that they
share the same fate. The world will be left to “be in love with night” (Shakespeare 3.2.26)
because Juliet, who represents light, will not be there. The couplet in lines 24-25 adds weight to
her words because of the end rhyme, which accentuates the unspoken promise that they will be
one in death, just as they are in life through their marriage, which beautifully demonstrates the
theme of the inevitability of fate through the symbology of light/darkness.
In the end, the most important function of light/darkness in the play is the way that the
symbolism demonstrates the perfect balance that they bring to each other, binding them
together in both life and death. Light and dark, Montague and Capulet—Romeo and Juliet could
not have come from more opposite, opposing positions to each other. Yet, through the sonnet
that they share upon rst meeting, they show that together they are perfectly balanced and in
harmony. In marriage, they bring harmony to light/darkness and Montague and Capulet
become symbolically one. However, because of Tybalt’s death, they are never able to reveal
their perfect union to the world and the rift between the two families is consequently not healed
until after their tragic deaths. Throughout the play, neither of the two characters are blind to the
possibility that it is only in death that they can truly be together. Both characters show an
awareness of the possibility of death if their love and marriage were discovered by their families
—a possibility that they were willing to face if it meant that they could be together. To Romeo
and Juliet, life holds no meaning if they do not have each other. By connecting Romeo to
darkness and Juliet to light, Shakespeare shows that they are two halves of the same whole, as
necessary to each other as the sun and moon are to the Earth. But in doing so, he also
establishes that they are destined to be apart, since daylight and nighttime cannot coexist. Just
as the moments of twilight is eeting, so are the lives and love of Romeo and Juliet. In using the
symbolism of light/darkness, Shakespeare shows that their lives are destined to be as short as
the twilight that ushers in the new dawn, yet no less beautiful or memorable for being so brief.
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“Motherhood and Marriage Rejected: Hedda Gabler” by Devyn Hollis
Colloquium Runner-up

The rejection and acceptance of gender roles, norms, and expectations is a topic that has
been explored in countless pieces of literature. From William Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus to
Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, traversing the controversial and detrimental realm of
societally enforced patriarchy is not an unfamiliar task. Nevertheless, one of the most profound
and shocking works that portrays this subject is Henrik Ibsen’s 19th century play, Hedda Gabler,
as it depicts through its titular character the harmful, and sometimes even maddening, effects of
patriarchal ideals. The female characters in Hedda Gabler uniquely endure, conform to, and/or
reject their society’s expectations, yet only Hedda crumbles under the weight of patriarchal
demands. Although one may proclaim that Thea Elvsted and Juliane Tesman are prime
examples of how Hedda should have coped with her inability to evade societal norms, thus
avoiding her bloody end, this argument entirely misses the point of Hedda Gabler⸺ Henrik
Ibsen’s acknowledgement of how patriarchy is capable of ruining women. Henrik Ibsen asserts
through Hedda Gabler’s relationships and denial of motherhood that misogynistic societies
deprive women of the ability to grasp their own lives, therefore creating in women an
irreconcilable choice: to pursue personal happiness, but become alienated, or conform to
societal ideals, possibly being unhappy, yet retaining one’s place within society.
George Tesman represents the stereotypical 19th century male who adheres to
patriarchal ideals, as he implicitly makes it evident to Hedda that she is his possession, and
assumes that her thoughts do not have depth nor signi cance. Akin to the majority of men
during the 1800s, George is well-meaning and dotes on his wife; however, he also treats Hedda
as an inferior being. Although the power dynamic is clearly in Hedda’s favor due to her higher
class and cunning, once their marriage comes into play, George assumes domination over her.
Tesman neglects listening to his wife’s thoughts, asking if she has any desires, and makes
overstepping assumptions about what Hedda truly wants. Furthermore, George does not
attempt to include her in his work, thus reinforcing patriarchal expectations that his wife’s role is
adherence to the domestic sphere, as seen when Hedda inquires if she can assist Thea and
George:
TESMAN. …But why don’t you go over and sit with Judge Brack some more.
HEDDA. Can’t you nd any use for me here?
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TESMAN. No, nothing in the world. …From now on, my dear Judge, you’ll have to be kind
enough to keep Hedda company. (Ibsen 866)
The diction and punctuation used in Tesman’s statements are of prime importance because
they grant a great deal of insight into how he perceives Hedda, as she is not worthy of being
included for there is “nothing in the world” that she could possibly help with (Ibsen 866). In
addition, George is biased because he was previously against Hedda being alone with men, yet
with Judge Brack, George insists that she will be kept “company” (Ibsen 836, 866). Tesman
never asks Hedda if she feels comfortable with the Judge nor does he make it a request; as
indicated by the period at the end of Tesman’s dialogue, this is a demand that Hedda has no
say in. As a consequence of George and Hedda’s relationship, her happiness, thoughts, and
desires are never prioritized, easily dismissed away by a husband who unknowingly af rms his
wife’s alienation in a world that forces women’s value into marriage and motherhood.
While men may be particularly susceptible to perpetuating misogynistic standards, women
are also capable of ignorantly reinforcing harmful societal female-focused ideals. Juliane
Tesman, George’s aunt, exempli es 19th century women who elected to conform to patriarchal
standards and possessed antiquated expectations; as a result, Hedda’s relationship with Juliane
illustrates her experience with internally rejecting pregnancy as a requirement in misogynistic
societies. Juliane bombards George and Hedda with teasing suggestions about pregnancy and
babies; however, Juliane is an “old maid,” a woman who is past marrying age without children,
and is therefore perpetually single (Ibsen 811-817). While this fact may create the illusion that
she is an example of protofeminism, Ibsen makes it evident through Juliane’s behavior and
actions, mostly directed at Hedda, that she is not an emblem of rejecting patriarchy. Upon
hearing of Hedda’s potential, uncon rmed pregnancy, Juliane seemingly undergoes extreme
awe and euphoria that eventually peaks in her invading Hedda’s personal space:
TESMAN. …Yes, but have you noticed how she’s blossomed, how well she’s lled out on
our trip?
MISS TESMAN. Filled out?... [Folding her hands and gazing at HEDDA.] Lovely… lovely…
lovely. That’s Hedda. [She goes over to her and with both her hands takes her head,
bends it down, kisses her hair.] …
HEDDA. [Gently freeing herself.] Ah⸺! Let me out! (Ibsen 817)
Juliane has no clear evidence that Hedda is pregnant, as modern methods like ultrasounds did
not exist during this time period, yet Juliane immediately jumps at the prospect of pregnancy,
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going so far as to disregard Hedda as her own individual. Just as Hedda attempts to
disentangle herself from Juliane’s affection, so too does she try to evade the expectations of
becoming a mother; however, there is no escape for Hedda, as Juliane perpetually af rms
throughout the entire play that Hedda’s sole ful llment in life should arise from marriage and
motherhood. Juliane Tesman exempli es the very fears of alienation and pregnancy that Hedda
possesses due to her perpetual con ict of outwardly conforming to, but inwardly denying, her
patriarchal society.
Although Juliane and George Tesman exemplify individuals who conform to their
patriarchal society, Thea Elvsted represents women who are brave enough to recognize that a
life of personal happiness is more digni ed than being part of a society that deems them
inferior. Thea’s characterization and relationship with Hedda acts as a symbolistic foil for the
courage and independence that Hedda lacks, yet yearns to possess; despite Hedda’s
manipulative abilities, she never truly grasps her life by disregarding societal pressures and
gender norms, like Thea did in leaving her husband. While Thea made the mistake of marrying
a sexist man, she was capable of rectifying it, and this was truly an impressive feat as, during the
19th century, a woman leaving and even divorcing her husband was an outrageous concept
worthy of ostracizing the wife or ex-wife, but not the man, due to widespread societal misogyny
(Ibsen 823-824). Hedda knows that she made a mistake and is entirely bored with her life and
marriage; however, unlike Thea, Hedda lacks the willpower and agency necessary for pursuing
her own happiness. As previously stated, Thea dismisses her society and community because
she knows that they will reject her, which is re ected when Thea confesses to Hedda that she
has left her husband in secret:
HEDDA. …You dared to do that!... What do you think your husband will say when you go
home again?
MRS. ELVSTED. …Up there to him?... I’m never going back up there.
HEDDA. …But you did it⸺so openly.
MRS. ELVSTED. Oh, you can’t keep something like that a secret anyway.
HEDDA. Well, what do you think people will say about you, Thea?
MRS. ELVSTED. They’ll say whatever they want, God knows. …But I only did what I had to
do. (Ibsen 824)
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While it should be noted that Hedda states that she is a “coward” towards the end of the play,
alluding to her fear of dismissing societal standards and expectations for women, it is necessary
to recognize that Hedda and Thea’s conversation is ambiguous regarding Hedda’s thoughts on
Thea’s scandalous actions (Ibsen 841). Did Ibsen intend for Hedda’s words to be touched with
admiration or sarcasm, therefore suggesting that either she believes women should reject
patriarchy or that she truly does not believe society can change? Regardless, Thea re ects back
to Hedda all of her potential⸺ striving for intellectual equality and dismissing misogynistic
expectations within her community; however, Hedda is xated on appearing compliant with
societal norms, thus she lacks the courage to come to terms with her own internal con ict.
The impossible reconciliation of personal happiness with societally approved actions,
behaviors, and desires can be a maddening predicament, and nowhere is this more powerfully
presented than in the character of Hedda Gabler. Hedda is the culmination of societally
enforced patriarchy, objecti cation and disrespect of women, and how one’s community
discourages them from diverging from socially acceptable gendered roles. The lack of voices
within Hedda’s life and social circle, proclaiming that she is able to pursue a fate different from
the one set out for her, clearly af rmed society’s own declaration that men know what is best for
her. Despite Thea’s potential, positive in uence on Hedda, misogyny and patriarchy had already
taken its toll on her mental health and thought processes; without any early encouragement to
oppose patriarchy, Hedda could only comprehend what society said she should want, lest she
become an outsider. Hedda is consistently told how she should behave, who she must be, and
what roles are proper for her, yet whenever she cries out against such discussion or commits
acts that suggest instability, her community silences her because it is socially unacceptable or
goes against patriarchal decrees. This fact is nowhere more evident than when Hedda and
Judge Brack converse regarding her boredom:
BRACK. …But when you nd yourself facing… a profound and solemn calling⸺… a new
calling, my dear little Mrs. Hedda.
HEDDA. [Angry.] Quiet. You’ll never see anything like that.
BRACK. …We’ll talk about it in a year’s time, at the very latest.
HEDDA. …I don’t have any talent for that… I don’t want anything to do with that kind of
calling.
BRACK. Why shouldn’t you, like most other women, have an innate talent for a vocation
that⸺
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HEDDA. …Oh, please be quiet. … (Ibsen 835)
Essentially every character within Hedda Gabler insinuates that Hedda is an outsider, and
worthy of alienation, if she does not possess talent or interest in stereotypically feminine roles.
In Judge Brack’s case, she must “have an innate talent” for motherhood, otherwise she is not
“like most other women” and, as a consequence, is unnatural (Ibsen 835). Through the
enforcement of marriage, childbearing, and inferiority to men, Hedda’s desires are squashed by
society, and her desperate pleas for anything outside of misogynistic society’s standards are
denied by her community, ultimately resulting in an unbearable isolation and unful lled life.
Hedda’s society is an echo chamber perfectly designed to drive her insane from pure alienation,
fear, anger, and hopelessness in a world where no one believes she is worth listening to.
Henrik Ibsen’s play, Hedda Gabler, is an exquisite portrayal of how misogyny and societal
patriarchy robs women of their sense of agency, ability to have a life that they personally nd
ful lling, and inclusion within society, should they disagree with accepted gender roles and
expectations. Hedda’s personal relationships af rm that she is an outsider, and reinforces the
belief that women are to be seen and not heard: George Tesman expresses that she is inferior,
both as a person and in their marriage, Juliane Tesman expects Hedda’s pregnancy, regardless
of evidence, and Judge Brack re ects that she is unnatural when compared to other women.
While Henrik Ibsen did not entirely reach Hedda Gabler’s full potential as a masterpiece that
powerfully emphasizes the necessity for equality, due to Hedda seemingly being unstable
throughout her entire life and Thea’s reliance upon Løvborg for intellectual freedom, Ibsen was
still able to fashion a poignant and moving work that demonstrates the insanity that patriarchy
and misogyny are capable of creating.
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“The Criminogenic Adverse Childhood (C/ACE) Study: A Correlational Pilot Study into the
Relationship Between Childhood Traumatic Experiences and the Risk for Future Criminal
Behavior” by Neil Stone
Neil Stone is currently a Psychology major. As a person who suffered a signi cant amount of trauma in his
childhood, the C/ACE Study took on great signi cance to Neil. At the age of 22, Neil was sentence to Life
without the possibility of parole. Wanting to understand how his life could have gone so wrong, Neil began to
delve into all aspects of his life. The C/ACE Study gave him an understanding of how his trauma in uenced his
bad decisions. Today, he continues his research into ACEs and Hope Theory.
Work created in Professor Gabriel Searcy’s Research Methods for the Behavioral and Social Sciences course.

Abstract
Research into the root cause of criminal behavior has been of long interest to social
scientists. It has been largely recognized that there is an association between childhood
experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior; however, this phenomenon has yet to be
fully explored. We1 surveyed 110 incarcerated individuals inside a high-security setting. Each
participant was given a two-part survey to measure adverse childhood experiences and the
Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors. Adverse childhood experiences studies were the
following: psychological abuse, physical abuse, sexual abuse, emotional neglect, physical
neglect, loss of biological parent <18, violence against mother, alcoholism or drug use in the
home, depression or mental illness in the home, and criminal behavior in the home. The Central
Eight criminogenic risk-need factors studied were the following: history of antisocial behavior,
antisocial personality pattern, antisocial cognition, antisocial associates, family and marital
circumstances, school and work, leisure and recreation, and substance abuse.
The adverse childhood experiences and Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors
were compared using Pearson correlational methods. All participants reported ≥1 categories of
adverse childhood experiences. More than half reported having at least 5 high risk-need factors
with less than 40% reporting ≤4 high risk-need factors. We found a relationship between each
Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factor and childhood traumatic experiences (p < .01).
Participants were 1.7 times to 12 times more likely to suffer at least one category of adverse
childhood exposure as compared to those in the general population. The amount of adverse
childhood exposures supported a relationship between static risk factors of age at rst arrest,
1
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age when participants rst broke the law, the number of prior offenses, and the number of prior
terms.
Research Background
Understanding criminal behavior and its root cause is paramount in the prevention,
intervention, and rehabilitation of such behavior. The actual cause of criminal behavior has long
been of interest to social scientists. In their exploration of this phenomenon, opinions have
varied widely regarding what lay behind the root cause of criminal behavior. While it is widely
recognized that childhood traumatic experiences play a role, an understanding of the
association between childhood traumatic experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior
has yet to be fully explored. Determining any association between childhood traumatic
experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior is important on many levels, as it not only
allows for more effective prevention and intervention tools, but also more effective
rehabilitation methods for those currently incarcerated in our many correctional institutions.
Although it is recognized that there is an association between childhood traumatic experiences
and the risk for future criminal behavior, many questions remain as to what experiences
increase the likelihood one child is any more at risk of becoming a future offender over any
other.
De ning Criminal Behavior
What constitutes criminal behavior has itself been a question dynamic in its development
(Andrews & Bonta, 2010). The meaning of criminal behavior varies widely, and it is often
contingent upon such aspects as historical and social context (Mannheim, 1965). Many social
scientists have considered criminal acts a part of a general class of behavior called “problem
behavior” or “deviant behavior” (e.g., Jessor & Jessor, 1977; Ullmann & Krasner, 1976). Andrews
and Bonta (2010) developed the working de nition of criminal behavior as “[behavior that]
refers to antisocial acts that place the actor at risk of becoming a focus of the attention of
criminal justice professionals within the juvenile and/or adult justice systems.” Causes of
criminal behavior has been attributed to heritability (Dugdale, 1877/1970), the so-called “crime
gene” (Tehrani & Mednick, 2000; Mof tt, 2003), biological predispositions and the environment
(Rutter, Mof tt & Caspi, 2006; Tremblay, 2008), neurological factors (Ellis, 2005), evolution (Ellis
& Walsh, 1997), and low socioeconomic status (Strassen-Berger, 2017).
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Criminal Behavior and Childhood Trauma
Research into childhood maltreatment has shed light into the long-term consequences of
child abuse (Egelend, Sroufe & Erickson, 1983; Beitchman et al., 1992). “Maltreated children
tend to hate themselves and then hate everyone else” (Strassen-Berger, 2017). Childhood
maltreatment has been associated with poor health problems, drug abuse, and isolation (Sperry
& Widom, 2013; Mersky et al., 2013), as well as future employment problems (Currie & Widom,
2010). Research has found that severe punishment can inhibit a child’s learning (Baumrind,
1997; Gershoff, 2000, 2002). Spanking or hitting a child has been associated with future
aggression (Gershoff, 2000; Milner, 1992), resulting in the child becoming more likely to use
aggression to get their way (Bryan & Freed, 1982; Larzelere, 1986). Aggression itself has been
related to criminality as far back as 1939 (Dollard et al., 1939). The social-emotional dimension
of aggression was later related to criminality by Andrews and Bonta (2010). Important aspects,
such as a negative relationship between a parent and child, can lead to antisocial behavior
(Dembo et al., 1998; Haapasalo & Pokela, 1999; Rohner, 2004; Smith & Thornberry, 1995;
Widom & Max eld, 2001).
Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study
Vincent Felitti et al. (1998) conducted the Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE) Study 25
years ago to explore the relationship between childhood trauma and the leading causes of
death. The ACE Study focused on ten categories of adverse childhood experiences: 1)
psychological abuse, 2) physical abuse, 3) sexual abuse 4) emotional neglect, 5) physical
neglect, 6) alcoholism in the home, 7) divorce or loss of biological parent <18, 8) depression or
mental illness in the home, 9) mother treated violently, and 10) criminal behavior in the home
(Felitti et al., 1998; Felitti & Anda, 2014; Felitti, 2003). Felitti’s (2003) research has found, in
addition to an increase in morbidity and death, a relationship between risky behavior such as
illegal substance abuse and adverse childhood experiences.
The ACE Study, a primary focus of this research in operationally de ning childhood
trauma, involved individuals ranging in age from 26 into their 90’s. Nearly 50% were men and
50% were women, with 80% being White and Hispanic, 10% being Black, and 10% being Asian.
Seventy-four percent attended college, and were what Felitti calls “clearly a middle-class
American population” (Felitti & Anda, 2014). In contrast to the ACE Study, a mere 17% of
individuals incarcerated in our correctional institutions have a high school diploma or
equivalent (Mukamal, Silbert & Taylor, 2015), and only 4% are currently enrolled in face-to-face
college with another 6% taking correspondence college courses (Mukamal & Silbert, 2017). In
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addition to the levels of education, incarcerated persons predominantly come from
communities that fall far below the poverty line (Petersilia, 1990), although this has proven to be
a poor indication of criminal behavior (Tittle, Villimez & Smith, 1978).
Central Eight Criminogenic Risk-Need Factors
Andrews, Bonta, & Hoge (1990) rst presented the risk, need, responsivity (RNR)
principles, which have since been adopted by both the federal and California correctional
systems (James, 2018; Peterson & Lee, 2017). One of the key aspects to the risk, need,
responsivity principles is that the risk of criminal behavior can be predicted with some degree
of certainty (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). The risk-need factors measured by Andrews, Bonta, and
Hoge are measured using the “Central Eight” risk-need factors (Andrews & Bonta, 2010;
Peterson & Lee, 2017; James, 2018). The Central Eight consists of two parts—the “Big Four,”
consisting of 1) history of antisocial behavior, 2) antisocial personality pattern, 3) antisocial
cognition, and 4) antisocial associates; and the “Moderate Four,” consisting of 5) family and
marital circumstances, 6) school and work, 7) leisure and recreation, and 8) substance abuse
(Andrews & Bonta, 2010). In a correctional setting, these factors are generally measured using
the Correctional Offender Management Pro ling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS) and the
California Static Risk Assessment (CSRA; James, 2018; Peterson & Lee, 2017), and have proven
to be a reliable predictor of criminal conduct.
Predicting criminal behavior has been an interest of social scientists, resulting in several
assessment tools: the Salient Factor Score (SFS) used by the United States (Hoffman, 1994), the
Statistical Information on Recidivism (SIR) scales (Nuf eld, 1982), the Offender Group
Reconviction Scale (OGRS) used by the U.K. (Copas & Marshall, 1998), the Level of Service
Inventory-Revised (LSI-R; Andrews & Bonta, 1995), the Level of Service/Case Management
Inventory (LS/CMI; Andrews, Bonta & Wormith, 2004), and the Level of Service/Risk, Need,
Responsivity (LS/RNR; Andrews, Bonta & Wormith, 2008). Only the LSI-R, LS/CMI, and the LS/
RNR accurately re ect the Central Eight (Andrews & Bonta, 2010).
Purpose of the C/ACE Study
We conducted the Criminogenic Adverse Childhood Experience (C/ACE) Study in order
to explore the relationship between childhood traumatic experiences and the risk for future
criminal behavior. Using the original Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE) questionnaire and
our Central Eight questionnaire, we used a correlational method to test our primary hypothesis
that there is a positive relationship between childhood traumatic experiences and the risk for
future criminal behavior. We then used a secondary data analysis method to test a secondary
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hypothesis that incarcerated individuals suffer a higher prevalence of adverse childhood
experiences than the general population using an independent two proportion, between
subjects z-test. There is a dual foci as it relates to the C/ACE Study.
First, by understanding the relationship between childhood traumatic experiences and
the risk for future criminal behavior, more effective prevention and intervention tools can be
developed in working with at-risk youth. Second, this understanding can lead to the
development of more effective, evidence-based rehabilitative techniques for dealing with the
millions of individuals currently incarcerated in our many correctional institutions.
Methods
Participants
The criminogenic Adverse Childhood Experience (C/ACE) Study took place in the
California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR), Kern Valley State Prison
(KVSP), Facility-C, in a high-security setting. The rationale behind recruiting incarcerated
individuals for the C/ACE Study was due to their quality of being subject variables, having
already engaged in criminal behavior. Facility-C has a stable approximate population of N =
800 incarcerated individuals housed within eight housing units. Each housing unit houses a
maximum of 128 incarcerated individuals. Of those housed on Facility-C, we sampled n = 110
for participation in the C/ACE Study. To obtain our sample of participants, we used both a
strati ed and snowball sampling procedure. In the initial phase, we determined 55 potential
participants by reviewing the available population and assignment rosters for each housing
unit. From these lists, we identi ed subgroups based on housing location and race. We then
randomly selected participants in these subgroups from each housing unit. No other
demographic information was available from these rosters. Each participant, n = 55, was sent
two surveys. Based on snowball sampling procedures, we asked participants to give the second
survey to another potential participant whom they believed would complete the survey.
Of the n = 110 people samples, 87.3% (n = 96) responded, consisting of 96% male and
4% transgender incarcerated individuals. Twenty-one percent of the sample was White, 17.5%
Black, 41.5% Hispanic, 2% Asian, and 11.5% Other. Participants’ ages ranged from 26 to 63
(mean 38.6). Sixty-four percent had no high school diploma or GED at the time of their
incarceration; 26% had a high school education, and only 4.2% reported having graduated
from college. Prior to taking the survey, participants were instructed to read an informed
consent form. Informed consent consisted of brie ng the participants of the nature of the C/
ACE Study, its purpose, and their risk and bene t in participating and in ensuring that each
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participant understood that their participation was voluntary and their anonymity would be
maintained at each stage of the research. Due to the sensitive nature of the survey, we
conducted this study blind, maintaining participants’ anonymity by giving each participant an
identical pre-addressed envelope and asking them to seal the survey inside the envelope prior
to returning it to the researchers. Additionally, we gave each participant a list of symptoms of
trauma and the Informed Consent form contained information on how participants could
contact mental health staff in order to seek immediate assistance if completing the survey
caused any distress. No incentives were given to participants to participate in the C/ACE Study.
Data Collection
Sampling procedures for the data collection from participants has been reported. In
order to collect further data on the original ACE participants and their prevalence of traumatic
life experiences that were reported we used secondary data analysis. The data-collection
procedures included a survey method and secondary data provided by Dr. Vincent J. Felitti,
author of the original ACE Study (Felitti et al., 1998; Felitti & Anda, 2014; Felitti, 2003).
Questionnaire Design
The C/ACE Study involved a survey containing two parts: 1) the Central Eight
Questionnaire and 2) the ACE Questionnaire. We hand-delivered a complete copy of the survey
to each participant using the sampling procedures previously reported.
Central Eight Questionnaire. We included the Central Eight Questionnaire in Part 1 of
the survey based on the nature of the questions asked. The design of the survey follows a 9point scale based on a design used by Hat eld and Sprecher (1986). Each question asked
participants to indicate whether their answer was “not at all true/rarely” to “de nitely true/often”
on a scale of 0 to 8. We asked each participant to complete the Central Eight Questionnaire
from the state of mind just before they committed the offense that caused their incarceration.
Due to the fact this required a degree of re ection on past events—as opposed to the basic
nature of “yes-no” questions of the ACE Questionnaire—we placed the Central Eight
Questionnaire into Part 1 of the survey in order to reduce any fatigue effect.
History of Antisocial Behavior. The Central Eight, as previously reported, consists of
eight risk-need factors that have proven to be a reliable predictor variable for the risk for future
criminal behavior (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). The rst factor, consisting of a history of antisocial
behavior, measures static risk factors including age at rst arrest, criminal history, prior prison
terms, and history of rule violations (Austin, 2004). In order to assess this factor, we reviewed
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Table 2.5 of the Psychology of Criminal Conduct (Andrews & Bonta, 2010) in the development
of an appropriate assessment for history of antisocial behavior.
Antisocial Personality Pattern. We developed the assessment for antisocial personality
pattern primarily based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition
(2013) diagnostic criteria, with the exception of lack of self-control that was developed using
the research of Hirschi (1969).
Antisocial Cognition. We used the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 5th edition (2013) and the research of Glueck and Glueck (1950) to develop an
assessment of antisocial cognition. In our assessment of respect for the law and law
enforcement, we based questions 11 and 12 on the research done by Hirschi (1969).
Antisocial Associates. In developing our assessment of antisocial associates, we used
the research of Thornberry, Huizinga and Loeber (2004) in assessing a gang-crime relationships
and Table 2.5 in the Psychology of Criminal Conduct (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). Based on the
theory that criminal behavior is learned through differential associations with other criminals
(Sutherland, 1939), we gave consideration to the different types of antisocial associates.
Family/Marital Circumstances. We assessed family and marital circumstances primarily
on a poor emotional relationship with family and inadequate supervision that can result in
antisocial behavior (e.g., Johnson et al., 2004; Leschied et al., 2008; Loeber et al., 2005). Taken
from the ACE Questionnaire, we gave consideration to the correlation between parental
divorce and delinquency (Amato, 2001; Leschied et al., 2008; Wells & Rankin, 1991). Further
consideration was given to the research by Woodward, Fergusson, and Horwood (2002) that
found people involved with a deviant romantic partner are at a higher risk of being involved in
crime.
School/Work. We assessed school on poor grades and misbehavior (Glueck & Glueck,
1950) and interpersonal relationships (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). We assessed work using Table
2.5 in the Psychology of Criminal Conduct (Andrews & Bonta, 2010).
Leisure/Recreation. In assessing leisure and recreational activities, we gave
consideration to non-involvement in legal activities and an excess in free time (Andrews &
Bonta, 2010). We further included antisocial associates into leisure and recreation on the basis
that delinquent friends encourages antisocial behavior and discourages prosocial behavior
(Matseuda & Anderson, 1998; Wright et al., 2001).
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Substance Abuse. Our assessment of substance abuse is based on a high incidence of
alcohol use at the time of offending (Greenfeld & Henneberg, 2001; Kazemian & Le Blanc,
2004) and drug use being a commonly found risk factor of crime (Cartier, Farabee &
Prendergrast, 2006; Gendreau et al., 1996). Because antisocial peers encourage antisocial
behaviors (Buehler, Patterson & Furniss, 1966; Dishion, Spracklen & Andrews, 1996; Shortt,
Capaldi, Dishion, Bank & Owen, 2003), we gave consideration to associates who abuse drugs.
De nition of the Risk for Future Criminal Behavior. We operationally de ned the risk
for future criminal behavior according to the Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors
(Andrew & Bonta, 2010). Eleven dependent variables are measured by the Central Eight
criminogenic risk-need factors. The factors—1) history of antisocial behavior, 2) antisocial
personality pattern, 3) antisocial cognition, 4) antisocial associates, 5) family and marital
circumstances, 6) school and work, 7) leisure and recreation, and 8) substance abuse—are
measured on a scale ranging from low (0-2.66), moderate (2.67-5.33), and high (5.34-8). Factors
1, 2, 3, and 4 are measured together as the Big Four on the same low-moderate-high scale.
Factors 5, 6, 7, and 8 are measured together as the Moderate Four on the same low-moderatehigh scale. Factors 1-8 are measured together as the Central Eight on the same low-moderatehigh scale.
ACE Questionnaire. We constructed the ACE questionnaire based on the research
conducted by Felitti et al. (1998). Based on the original research, we prefaced each question
with “While you were growing up during your rst 18 years of life…” as indicated in the original
ACE questions (Felitti et al., 1998). This preface requires that the participants answer from a
state of mind prior to turning 18. We gave consideration to the fatigue effect, and it was
determined that the “yes-no” format of the questions would produce less of a fatigue effect
than the nature of the re ective questions found in the Central Eight Questionnaire. As a result,
we placed the ACE Questionnaire into Part 2 of the survey.
Adverse Childhood Experience. We previously reported the ACE Study examined 10
categories of adverse childhood experiences: 1) psychological abuse, 2) physical abuse, 3)
sexual abuse, 4) emotional neglect, 5) physical neglect, 6) alcoholism in the home, 7) divorce or
loss of biological parent <18, 8) depression or mental illness in the home, 9) mother treated
violently, and 10) criminal behavior in the home (Felitti et al., 1998; Felitti & Anda, 2014; Felitti,
2003). In wording the relevant questions for these categories, we kept true to the research
originally conducted by Felitti et al. (1998) and Felitti & Anda, (2014).
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Criminogenic Adverse Childhood Experiences. Based on the same 10 categories of
the ACE study, we developed several additional exposures through interviews with incarcerated
individuals, which could also result in an ACE score in the same category. For example, question
6 of the original ACE survey asks, “Were your parents ever separated or divorced?” The
category this measures is a participant’s divorce or loss of biological parents before turning 18,
as shown in Table 1.

The C/ACE survey measures two additional ways a participant can lose a biological parent in
question 16, as shown in Table 2. These additional exposures are found in questions 11-20 of
the ACE Questionnaire and are prefaced with the same phrase: “While you were growing up
during the rst 18 years of life…” (A copy of the complete C/ACE Study survey can be obtained
by writing the author.)
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De nition of Traumatic Experiences. We operationally de ned childhood traumatic
experiences according the original ACE Study (Felitti et al., 1998) with respect to the three
categories of abuse and four categories of household dysfunction. The two categories of
neglect and one additional category of household dysfunction are de ned according to later
research by Felitti & Anda, (2014).
Category ACE and C/ACE Exposures. We deemed participants as having been exposed
to a category if they responded “yes” to one or more questions relating to the category in either
the ACE or C/ACE surveys (Felitti et al., 1998). The prevalence of ACE and C/ACE exposures are
shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. As in the original ACE Study, the measure of childhood
exposure that we used were the sum of the categories with an exposure, making the possible
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number of exposures range from 0 (not exposed) to 10 (exposed to all categories; Felitti et al.,
1998; Felitti & Anda, 2014).
Exclusions from Analysis
Of the 96 C/ACE Study participants, we excluded 3 participants (3.1%) whose prior
numbers of serious criminal offenses were unreported on the Central Eight Questionnaire. We
also excluded participants who gave incomplete information on the ACE Questionnaire for the
following categories: 3 (3.1%) for physical abuse by parents; 3 (3.1%) for sexual abuse by
anyone; 1 (1.0%) for emotional neglect; and 3 (3.1%) for loss of biological parent <18. A total of
13 (13.5%) of the surveys were excluded, leaving 75.5% of the original 110 participants
remaining.
Analytic Strategy
The C/ACE Study consisted of two hypotheses: 1) there is a positive relationship
between childhood traumatic experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior, and 2)
incarcerated individuals suffer a higher prevalence of adverse childhood experiences than the
general population. Testing both hypotheses required using two analytic strategies.
Relationship Between Childhood Trauma and Criminal Behavior
In order to test the rst hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between childhood
traumatic experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior, we used the Pearson
correlational method to test for a relationship between Adverse Childhood Experiences
(de ned by the original ACE Study) and the Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors
(de ned by our Central Eight Questionnaire). We tested each correlation at a signi cance level
of α = .01 and then con rmed it using a 95% con dence interval. We controlled the effects for
confounding variables by partial correlational methods.
Prevalence of Childhood Exposures
In order to test our secondary hypothesis that incarcerated persons experience a higher
prevalence of ACEs than the general population, we conducted a secondary data analysis using
a mixed strati ed and snowball sample of incarcerated persons and then comparing these
results with the original prevalence found within the ACE Study (Felitti et al., 1998; Felitti &
Anda, 2014). We then tested each comparison using an independent two-proportion betweensubjects z-test, conducted at a signi cance level of α = .01 and then con rmed it using a 95%
con dence interval.
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In uence from Excluded Participants
We conducted a sensitivity analysis to account for the possible in uences from those
participants we excluded due to incomplete demographic, adverse childhood exposure, or
criminogenic risk-need factor with regard to our results. In order to assess any in uence, we
performed a separate correlational analysis of the data using the available response of
excluded participants’ surveys.
Results
Adverse Childhood Exposures
The levels of responses for the 25 questions in the ACE Questionnaire were strikingly
similar to the original ACE Study with respect to the 10 categories of adverse childhood
exposures. Adverse childhood exposures ranged from 20% for a participant’s mother (or
stepmother) having been threatened with or hurt by a gun or knife, to 83.5% for the divorce or
loss of biological parent prior to turning 18 (Table 1). In step with the original ACE Study, the
most prevalent of the 10 categories of adverse childhood exposure was alcohol or drug use in
the household (85.9%). Diverging from the original ACE Study, the least prevalent category
found among participants was sexual abuse by someone ve years older (38.8%). Every
participant (100%) experienced ≥1 categories of adverse childhood exposure; 91.6% reported
≥4 exposures. Only 51.8% reported ≤7 adverse childhood exposures.
We did not nd statistically signi cant results with regard to adverse childhood
exposures between demographic characteristics such as race, age, or gender. Alternatively, we
found statistically signi cant higher categories of exposure among participants who had no
high school diploma or GED z = −3.06, p < .002. Additionally, we found statistically higher
categories of exposure among those arrested for the rst time, z = −3.56, p < .001, and the rst
time participants broke the law, z = −3.42, p < .001 (Table 3.)
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Relationship Between Childhood Exposures and Risk-Need Factors
As the prevalence of adverse childhood exposures increased for the risk-need factors of history
of antisocial behavior, antisocial personality pattern, antisocial cognition, and antisocial
associates, so too did the prevalence in high risk-need factors. We conducted several tests
comparing the categories of adverse childhood exposure to the level of risk-need factors. For
example, when we compared high risk-need factors between ≤3 adverse childhood exposures
and 10, we found those with 10 adverse childhood exposures had a statistically signi cant
higher prevalence, z = −2.45, p < .01 (Table 4).
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We found similar results for the risk-need factors, family and marital circumstances, school
and work, leisure and recreation, and substance abuse (Table 5).
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When we compared the overall results of the Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors, we
found that participants who had 10 adverse childhood exposures had a statistically higher risk
need factor than those with ≤3 adverse childhood exposures, z = −.231, p < .02 (Table 6).
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Relationship Between Childhood Exposures and High Risk-Need Factors
In our analysis of the relationship between adverse childhood exposures and high riskneed factors, we found a modest relationship. Among those with ≤3 adverse childhood
exposures, 33.3% had no high risk-need factors, whereas 66.7% of those with 10 adverse
childhood exposures had 7 high risk-need factors. Sixty-seven percent of participants with ≤3
adverse childhood exposures had less than 4 high risk-need factors, whereas 33% had 4 or
more. Conversely, 16.7% of participants with 10 adverse childhood exposures had no high riskneed factors whereas 83.4% had ≥7 high risk-need factors. Among the participants that had ≤4
adverse childhood exposures, 38.5% had a high Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factor
whereas 64.3% of participants with ≥8 adverse childhood exposures had a high Central Eight
criminogenic risk-need factor; z = −1.65, p < .05 (Table 7).
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Correlational Relationship Between Childhood Exposures and Risk-Need Factors
We found a statistically signi cant positive relationship between childhood traumatic
experience and the risk for future criminal behavior using correlational methods. Among the 66
correlational tests conducted, the least signi cant results were found in the relationship
between childhood traumatic experiences and antisocial cognition, r = .271, n = 83, p < .02,
95% CI [.041, .344]. By contrast, our most signi cant results were found in the relationship
between childhood traumatic experiences and the Central Eight risk-need criminogenic factors,
r = .506, n = 83, p < .001, 95% CI [.179, .395] (Table 8). Relationships among the different riskneed factors ranged from r = .292, n = 83, p < .01, 95% CI [.072, .448] to r = .945, n = 83, p <
.001, 95% CI [.771, .899].
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Relationship Between Childhood Exposures and Static Risk Factors
We tested the relationship between adverse childhood exposures and the static risk
factors: age at rst arrest; the age participants rst broke the law; participants’ amount of
serious crimes; and the number of prior terms. We found a strong relationship among all
correlations between static risk factors and childhood trauma, ranging from r = .252, n = 83, p <
.03, 95% CI [.041, .501] to r = −.331, n = 83, p < .01, 95% CI [−.252, −.057]. Relationships
among the Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors and static risk factors were mixed,
ranging from strong relationships to no relationships (Table 9).
Table 9. Correla onal rela onships between childhood trauma c experiences and sta c risk-need factors for the risk of future criminal behavior.
Sta ca

Sample

Variables

Variables

size

Mean

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

13

83

14.14

4.393

14

83

10.07

3.3

15.c

83

4.57

9.29

0.755

0.274

0.257

0.268

0.257

0.098

0.098

0.150

0.482

0.215

0.363

0.260

-0.491 -0.264 ---

16.d

83

174.33e

414.54

0.480

0.380

0.359

0.339

0.359

0.092

0.092

0.309

0.492

0.250

0.388

0.252

-0.312 -0.459 -0.179 ---

a

-0.568 -0.239 -0.183 -0.240 -0.183 -0.294 -0.235 -0.082 -0.392 -0.278 -0.256 -0.311 ---0.534 -0.528 -0.378 -0.528 -0.378 -0.432 -0.458 -0.324 -0.604 -0.513 -0.596 -0.308 0.428

---

Sta c variables include: 13. Age at rst arrest; 14. Age when rst broke the law; 15. Prior terms of incarcera on; and 16. Number of serious prior o enses.

b

Variables include: 1. History of an social behavior; 2. An social personality pa ern; 3. An social cogni on; 4. An social associates; 5. Family/marital circumstances; 6. School/
Work; 7. Leisure/recrea on; 8. Substance abuse; 9. The Big Four; 10: The Moderate Four; 11. The Central Eight; and 12. ACE exposure.
c

Data transforma on resulted in: 0 terms = 0; 1 term = 1; 2 terms = 2; 3 terms = 3; 4 terms = 4; ≥5 terms = 5.

d

Data transforma ons resulted in: 0-5 prior o enses = 1; 6-10 prior o enses = 2; 11-15 prior o enses = 3; 16-20 prior o enses = 4; 21-25 prior o enses = 5; ≥26 prior o enses = 6.

e

Es mated prior serious o enses ranged from 1 to 2,000.

Partial Correlation Methods
We controlled the in uence of third variables by using partial correlation. The possible
third variables of race, education, and employment were measured using a point biserial
method. Socioeconomic status was measured using a rating system of 0-8. We found no
correlation among risk-need factors and childhood traumatic experiences for the third variable
of race. Education and employment correlated with similar areas of the Central Eight in school
and work (Table 10).
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Table 10. Correla onal rela onships between childhood trauma c experiences, the risk for future criminal behavior, and possible third variables in uencing
correla ons.
Thirda

Variablesb

Sample

Variables

size

Mea
n

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

13

83

0.72

0.45

0.083

0.003

0.090

0.052

-0.156

0.038

0.039

-0.157

0.064

0.046

-0.006

0.062

14

83

0.386

0.49

-0.154

-0.203

-0.118

-0.102

-0.139

-0.464

-0.130

-0.061

-0.205

-0.310

-0.280

-0.070

-0.173

15

83

0.49

0.50

-0.209

-0.200

-0.275

-0.150

-0.186

-0.445

-0.248

-0.170

-0.258

-0.373

-0.343

-0.017

-0.088

-0.059

---

16

83

3.27

1.73

-0.397

-0.273

-0.312

-0.452

-0.391

-0.438

-0.445

-0.297

-0.468

-0.516

-0.526

-0.451

0.033

0.195

0.269

16

-----

---

a

Third variables include: 13.Race (0 = White, 1 = non-White); 14. Educa on (0 = No HS diploma/GED, 1 = HS graduate/GED); 15. Employment (0 = unemployed, 1 = employed); and
16. Socioeconomic status..
b

Variables include: 1. History of an social behavior; 2. An social personality pa ern; 3. An social cogni on; 4. An social associates; 5. Family/marital circumstances; 6. School/
Work; 7. Leisure/recrea on; 8. Substance abuse; 9. The Big Four; 10: The Moderate Four; 11. The Central Eight; and 12. ACE exposure.

The third variable of socioeconomic status had strong correlations in both adverse childhood
exposures and the Central Eight risk-need factors. When partial correlation was completed,
socioeconomic status had a strong in uence in the relationship between adverse childhood
exposure and antisocial cognition, reducing the relationship from r = .271 to r = .154. The
overall in uence of socioeconomic status in the relationship between childhood traumatic
experiences and the Central Eight risk-need factors was a reduction of r = .507 to r = .355, p
<.01.
Among the individual risk-need factors found within the Central Eight criminogenic
factors, the in uence of socioeconomic status was moderate. However, the in uence of third
variables had little effect on the overall hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between
childhood experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior.
Prevalence of Childhood Exposures
The prevalence of adverse childhood exposures among participants ranged from 38.8%
for sexual abuse by someone ve years older to 85.9% for alcoholism or drug use in the
household. By contrast, the prevalence in the original ACE Study ranged from 5% for criminal
behavior in the home to 28% for physical abuse by a parent. We found statistically signi cant
higher prevalence in the results among incarcerated individuals in all categories of adverse
childhood exposures (Table 11).
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In uence from Excluded Participants
In our sensitivity analysis, our results were unaffected when the excluded participants
were included in all possible areas. The overall correlation between adverse childhood
exposures and the risk for future criminal behavior was modestly reduced from r = .507, p <
.001, to r = .427, p < .001.
Difference Between ACE and C/ACE Exposure
In addition to our analysis above, we found a statistically signi cant increase in adverse
childhood exposures after participants answered the criminogenic adverse childhood
exposures portion of the ACE Questionnaire. Using a within-subjects dependent variable t-test,
we obtained a test statistic of t(81) = −9.194, p < .001, 95% CI [−1.011, −.652].
Discussion
We found a strong positive correlational relationship between childhood traumatic
experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior. We further found that those incarcerated
in prison have a signi cantly higher prevalence of childhood traumatic experiences than those
in the general population. The risk for future criminal behavior manifests itself in several key
risk-need factors. These risk-need factors include a history of antisocial behavior, antisocial
personality pattern, antisocial cognition, antisocial associates, family and marital circumstances,
school and work, leisure and recreation, and substance abuse. Correlational research was
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important in the understanding of the relationship between childhood trauma and the risk for
future criminal behavior because it tells us the kind of relationship between the variable. A
positive relationship supports the hypothesis that, as one variable rises, the other variable also
rises. We found that, as the amount of adverse childhood exposure increased, the Central Eight
criminogenic risk-need factors also increased.
Two key aspects were important to this research. First, the use of the Adverse Childhood
Experiences survey allowed for a high degree of criterion validity in assessing childhood
trauma. The ACE Study rst looked to understand the relationship between childhood trauma
and the leading causes of death (Felitti, et al., 1998). This required a high degree of construct
validity to accurately measure childhood trauma and then to quantify the results. This resulted in
a 25-question survey that scored participants in 10 categories of adverse childhood
experiences. In looking for our own operational de nition of childhood trauma, we found the
ACE Study provides a reliable measure of childhood trauma. The second important aspect to
our research is the measurement of the risk for future criminal behavior. The predominant body
of research currently focuses on recidivism (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). While it is important to
ascertain methods to determine whether offenders will offend again, it is equally, if not more
important, to ascertain methods to determine whether a person is going to offend in the rst
place. We turned to the vast body of research in our assessment for the risk for future criminal
behavior with one key difference: we used these measurements to predict criminal propensity
before it manifests itself into criminal behavior.
The dual focus of the C/ACE Study set out to do two things. First, it seeks to understand
the relationship between childhood traumatic experiences and the risk for future criminal
behavior in order to prevent this criminal behavior from ever manifesting. Second, by
understanding certain key elements in the development of criminal behavior, we are in a better
position to reduce recidivism. The Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors have proven a
reliable predictor variable in identifying the risk for future criminal behavior. Seven of the
Central Eight are dynamic variables that lie mostly in the mind of the offender. It is dif cult to
identify these variables by sight. The implications of the C/ACE Study provides for external
identi cation of possible risk-need factors for the purposes of prevention and intervention,
particularly with at-risk youth.
Similar to the ACE Study, the C/ACE faced several potential limitations. We had to rely on
self-reported, retrospective data from participants. In a correctional setting, this can prove to be
dif cult, and we had serious concerns over social desirability. We were concerned that
incarcerated individuals would prove hesitant in answering questions regarding past criminal
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conduct. To protect against this, we used several reverse questions strategically placed to
identify response sets.
Additionally, the directionality of the relationship between childhood traumatic
experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior presented some concern. For example,
does physical abuse results in future criminal behavior, or does a child’s criminal behavior result
in a parent employing abuse tactics to discourage such behavior? Because we measured
variables that had already taken place, a cross-lagged panel design was impossible to employ.
However, we reduced the directionality problem by measuring two different points in time:
childhood and just before incarceration. Of the 83 C/ACE Study participants, 7 (8.4%) reported
beginning their current prison term as a minor; the remaining 91.6% committed the offense that
led to their incarceration as an adult.
Possible third variables also presented some limits on the reliability of the relationships
between childhood trauma and the risk for future criminal behavior. We looked at several
possible third variables such as race, education, employment, and socioeconomic status. Only
socioeconomic status had any in uence on our results.
However, to better understand the in uence of socioeconomic status, we turned to other
research. In a meta-analysis conducted by Charles Tittle, Wayne Villimez, and Douglas Smith
(1978), 35 studies were examined. Of these 35 studies, they ascertained 363 effect size
estimates for various socioeconomic factors, resulting in an average effect size of −.09, a
modest relationship between socioeconomic status and crime. Additionally, we found the
prevalence of responses by participants telling in themselves. While the prevalence of trauma
itself was far higher than the general population, we found no indication in response sets.
Further, 38.8% of incarcerated individuals indicated sexual abuse. Due to sexual abuse being a
very sensitive topic among incarcerated individuals, it was a good indication that participants
were not answering with social desirability.
The type of relationships between childhood trauma and the risk for future criminal
behavior was critical to our research. As the Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors rose,
so too did a participant’s ACE Score. Moreover, we wanted to look at possible negative
correlations as well. It is expected that as trauma increases so too does criminal behavior, but it
would be equally expected that, as trauma and criminal behavior increase, a participant’s age
when they were rst arrested would decrease. We found a strong negative correlation between
the age a participant was rst arrested and the Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors (r =
−.356), as well as between the age at rst arrest and childhood trauma (r = −.331).
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The implications of these results are important in that it would not be expected that as
the age a person experiences their rst arrest increased, so too would their risk for future
criminal behavior. It would also be expected that as a participant’s number of prior prison terms
or past crimes arose, so too would their risk for future criminal behavior (r = .363, r = .381,
respectively). We found when interpreting our data the results were consistent with what would
be expected in the data. When considering possible third variables, we found that the third
variables of a participant’s employment or having nished high school only correlated with the
risk-need factor of school and work. This would be expected due to the similarity of the areas
being measured.
By understanding the relationship between trauma and the risk for future criminal
behavior, we are in a better position to prevent such conduct from ever happening in the rst
place. We found that 83.5% of participants in the C/ACE Study had experienced the divorce or
separation of their parents as opposed to 23% of participants in the original ACE Study (Felitti &
Anda, 2014). When we then begin to understand that this form of childhood trauma is related
to future criminal behavior, we begin to gain the ability to develop tools to intervene prior to
criminal behavior manifesting itself. Prior research into divorce has found that not even “positive
attachments to the caregiver in a single-parent family could replace positive attachments in twoparent homes” (Ranking & Kern, 1994). With an abundant body of research supporting the risk
for criminal behavior as a result of parental divorce, our results begin to make more sense in
that 83.5% of participants come from a broken home.
Substance abuse is considered in both the adverse childhood experiences questionnaire
as well as the Central Eight criminogenic risk-need factors. Of the 83 participants who took part
in the C/ACE Study, 85.9% experienced alcoholism or drug use in their household. In
considering the effects of growing up in a home with a problem drinker or habitual drug user,
we found that 78.3% of participants had a high risk-need factor for substance abuse. When we
look closer in just the context of living with a habitual drug user, 74.1% of the participants
experienced this exposure. Research conducted by Vincent Felitti (2003) found that individuals
who score ≥6 adverse childhood exposures are 46 times more likely to be an injection drug
user. We found that 63.8% of participants with a high-risk need factor for substance abuse had
an ACE Score of ≥6 adverse childhood exposures.
These results strongly suggest a relationship between growing up with an alcoholic or
drug user and developing substance abuse problems in the future. Substance abuse itself has
been associated with criminal behavior. This draws a direct parallel between adverse childhood
exposures and the risk for future criminal behavior. In light of the research conducted by Dr.
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Felitti (2003), it is not at all surprising that, with 75.9% of participants experiencing ≥6 adverse
childhood exposures and 85.9% living in a household with an alcoholic or street drug user, that
63.9% of participants had a high risk-need factor for substance abuse. Only 1.2% of participants
with ≥6 adverse childhood exposures had a low risk-need factor for substance abuse. This
strongly supports a relationship between exposure to substance abuse as a child and future
substance abuse as an adult.
The rate at which incarcerated individuals are exposed to adverse childhood experiences
is extraordinarily higher than the general population. Incarcerated individuals were 7.3 times
more likely to experience psychological abuse, 3 times more likely to experience physical
abuse, 1.7 times more likely to experience sexual abuse, 4.6 times more likely to experience
emotional neglect, 6.9 times more likely to experience physical neglect, 3.7 times more likely to
have divorced parents, 4.7 times more likely to have a mother treated violently, 3.2 times more
likely to live with an alcoholic or drug user, 3 times more likely to have depression or mental
illness in the home, and 12 times more likely to have criminal behavior in the household. This
becomes signi cant when understanding that there is a relationship between traumatic
childhood experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior. We found that, as traumatic
childhood experiences rise, so too does the risk for future criminal behavior. This is supported
by the extraordinarily high prevalence of childhood trauma of those incarcerated in prison.
In addition to the higher prevalence of exposure to adverse childhood experiences,
when participants completed the criminogenic portion of the ACE Questionnaire, we saw a
statistically signi cant increase in the amount of exposure to the 10 categories of adverse
childhood experiences. The prevalence of participants who had ≥6 adverse childhood
exposures increased from 75.9% to 86.7%. In the original ACE Study, 5% of participants
experienced criminal behavior in their household. This increased to 61.3% in incarcerated
individuals (Felitti et al., 1998). When we considered additional exposure events, operationally
de ned in questions 11-20 of the ACE Questionnaire, this prevalence increased to 82.4%. This
resulted in participants going from 12 times more likely to experience criminal behavior in their
household to 16.4 times more likely. This strongly suggests further research into ACE exposures
more commonly suffered among incarcerated individuals could shed light into the types of
traumatic childhood experiences that increase the risk for future criminal behavior.
Although we did not factor the additional criminogenic adverse childhood experiences
into our overall results, instead relying solely on the original ACE exposures, it is clear from the
increase in categorical exposures that the different types of childhood traumatic experiences
incarcerated individuals suffer have a dramatic in uence on their overall risk for future criminal
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behavior. This is evidenced, for example, by the 10.8% increase in incarcerated individuals who
are 46 times more likely to become injection drug users. In looking at the difference in
incarcerated individuals who had ≤5 adverse childhood exposures, we saw a decrease from
24% for solely original ACE exposures to 13.3% for criminogenic ACE exposures.
Understanding criminal behavior and its root cause is paramount in the prevention,
intervention, and rehabilitation of such behavior. We found a positive relationship between
childhood traumatic experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior. This becomes
problematic when further research revealed that incarcerated individuals suffer an
extraordinarily higher prevalence of adverse childhood exposures. The association between
childhood traumatic experiences and the risk for future criminal behavior has yet to be fully
explored. The C/ACE Study is merely one-step in such exploration, and further research is
plainly necessary to gain a clearer understanding of exactly how such traumatic experiences
can lead one to be more at risk for committing crime over any other.
The implications of this research suggest that there is a relationship between what
happens to people in their childhood and whether it puts them more at risk for future criminal
behavior. By understanding this relationship, we put ourselves into a better position to develop
more effective prevention and intervention tools for working with at-risk youth as well as lead to
the development of more effective, evidence-based rehabilitative techniques for dealing with
the millions of individuals currently incarcerated in our many correctional institutions.

I would like to thank Dr. Felitti for the tremendous amount of support he has provided me in the
completion of my research—not only by sending me material, but by having faith in my work. I
would also like to thank my colleagues at The Pioneer newsletter for their assistance in the
sampling process. Lastly, I would like to extend a thank you to the initial 35 C/ACE Study
participants who broke anonymity and gave deep insight into the unpleasant aspects of their
past.
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“Sleeping Woman” by Stephanie Ruiz
Stephanie Ruiz is a Studio Arts Major. She will transfer to CSUB in the Fall of 2022 and plans to obtain her
Bachelor of Arts degree in Studio Arts, along with teaching credentials. She would like to teach high school
and college students. This artwork is important to her because it’s one of the few pieces in color that she is
proud of. She applied all the skills and techniques that she has learned over the last couple of semesters at BC
and this piece is a great demonstration of her progress in her art career.
Work created in Professor Diego Gutierrez Monterrubio ’s Figure Drawing course.
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“Lake view” by Magdalene Thompson
Magdalene is a very determined person and has been in college for four years. She was initially interested in
Business until she discovered her passion for art could also be a career. She has excelled in her art classes,
even having some of her works on display in the art gallery on campus. The works she has submitted are
personal to her because she did not know she could produce such quality work. Her current classes are
showing her that she is indeed a very talented artist. She comes from a long line of artists in her family.
Work created in Professor David Koeth’s Digital Art- Vector course.

Work can be viewed on the next page as well as the journal cover.
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“Let me see your identi cation” by Magdalene Thompson
Work created in Professor David Koeth’s Digital Art- Vector course.
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“Ribbit?” By Magdalene Thompson
Work created in Professor Adel Sha k’s Two-Dimensional Design course.

Work can be viewed on the next page.
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“Fargo, ND” by Samanta Sámano Calderon
Born in 2001 in Guanajuato, Mexico, Samano Calderon moved to Bakers eld at 18 years old. She realized that
photography was a huge part of her and started experimenting with many styles, looking for different
interpretations. She traveled to Fargo, North Dakota and saw architecture like never before, observing another
part of the world thought the camera.
Work created in Professor Kristopher Stallworth’s Advanced Photography 3 course.

Works can be viewed on the next page.
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“Beacham’s Clock Project: Automation of a Mechanical Clock” by Juana Garcia, Long Phan,
and Harlem Williams
Juana Garcia, Long Phan, and Harlem Williams are pursuing their Bachelor’s degrees in Industrial Automation.
This is their senior project: the automation of a huge mechanical clock.
Work created in Professor Paul Murray’s Systems Design & Integration course.

Ed Beacham, a master clockmaker, is the creator of the cuckoo clock to automate in this project.
The clock is about 10-feet tall, and it displays a Bavarian Street scene (see gure 1 in the
appendix). We are the second team working on the clock automation. The previous team not
only made the system to operate on 120 volts, but also put together the brain of the automated
system: a programmable logic controller (PLC), a human interface (HMI), and a Raspberry Pi 4B
(Berryπ).
Objectives
This clock project has the following objectives:
1. Mount components in a plywood board that is 1/2 inch thick, 16 inches wide, and 21 inches
tall.
2. Establish a communication path between the PLC, HMI, and Berryπ.
3. Make the mechanical clock to communicate with the digital clock in the HMI.
4. Display time on the HMI.
5. Use Berryπ to create a music box with different melodies.
6. Adapt ampli er and speakers to the Berryπ.
7. Write a program for the stepper motor moving the chain drive of the marching band. Its
torque is 4 ft-lb, and the speed should be adjustable.
8. Add two stepper motors capable of lifting 6-lb-weights. These motors are to perform the
winding of the clock every eight days. The motors can be triggered by two sensors: one on
the oor to start winding and the other at the top of the weight to stop it.
9. Utilize LEDs to simulate starts on the night sky painting.
10. Integrate a light show, LEDs dancing with music, to ambience village vignettes.
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12. Synchronize clock winding, climber, and start lights.
13. After clock chime, which is every hour, music will turn on for one minute between 10 a.m.
and 5 p.m. Wednesdays and Sundays are non-operational.
14. Along with the music, the marching band, king and queen, and innkeeper will turn on.
Accomplishing all these tasks in eight weeks is not possible. However, it is important to break
them into sections to accomplish as much as possible in the given time. This paper aims to
provide guidance and a starting point for those interested in the automation of a cuckoo clock.
Debating Between Options
Since there is not a physical clock to work on, we thought of simulations to start writing and
testing programs. For example, the marching band uses a motor to run, and a 12-volt fan (see
gure 3 in the appendix) can be used to simulate that motor. Also, we do not have the actual
stepper motors, but a smallest version (see gure 2 in the appendix) can be used to learn how
to control the torque and speed of a motor with a PLC. Besides simulations, we considered the
option of adding lights to the music played by the Berryπ to create a light show. For the light
show, we found two options: Lightshowpi and Audio-Reactive-Lights. Lightshowpi uses an 8channel relay with any 120-volts string light while Audio-Reactive-Lights uses a 5-volts audioreactive-LED strip (see gure 4 in the appendix). Additionally, we debated between two
alternatives to schedule the activities in the PLC at clock chime: real time clock (RTC) or time of
the week (TOW). Our decision-making was based on resources and successful completion of
the tasks, so there is room for new alternatives and improvements.
Project Evaluation
In general, the three devices used for programming gave us some headaches. Working with the
Berryπ is a true challenge. There is not accurate or enough documentation about it. We did
exhaustive research to put together the programming we have. Also, we needed breadboard,
multimeter, pushbuttons, and LEDs to test and run programs on this device. On the other hand,
even when we have done it before, establishing the communication path between the PLC and
HMI without knowing the IP addresses of the devices was not an easy task. Moreover, we spent
some time trying to gure out a way to communicate the Berryπ and the other two devices.
Finally, we connected the Berryπ directly to the PLC, which allowed us to control GPIO12 with
digital and physical switches. Writing a program for the Berryπ and establishing the
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11. Add a manual switch to turn on/off the LED lights and marching band.

communication path for the three devices took a lot of time and effort, but we succeeded at the
end.
Recommendations
We have some suggestions to make. First of all, read this essay; there is prime information for
the project. Also, to see the nal result, we encourage you to watch our presentation video; it
won’t take long. For this, refer to gures 12, 13 and 14 in the appendix. Finally, we want to
emphasize three points:
•

The mechanical clock may have some time variations, so it is more accurate to use a digital
clock for programming.

•

The Berryπ is very sensitive, so handle connections carefully.

•

The Berryπ is powered with 5 volts rather than the 24 volts coming from the PLC; anything
connected to it directly must be 3.5 to 5 volts.
Communication

Communication between the parties involved in a project is crucial. Between the members of
our team, we shared the phone numbers. We had weekly meetings to work on the project, and
we communicated mainly by text messages and used emails when formal responses were
needed. We kept in touch with the project director, Paul Murray, through email and in-personmeetings. The customer, Mr. Beacham, used emails and zoom meetings to contact us.
Accomplishments
We wrapped-up the project accomplishing the following tasks:
•

Establish a communication path between PLC, HMI, and Berryπ.

•

Adapt ampli er and speakers to the Berryπ.

•

Use Berryπ to create a music box.

•

Integrate a light show, LEDs dancing with music, to ambience village vignettes.

•

Eliminate the need of a computer monitor for the Berryπ.

•

Turn on a digital output every day at 12 p.m. for one minute.
Project Notes and Challenges
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Every project has its ups and downs, especially when new variables, like the Berryπ, are
incorporated to the process. Despite the obstacles the clock team faced, the learning
experience of working on a project from scratch is priceless. The following lines are some notes
to help in this journey: the automation of a mechanical clock.
Establishing Communication Path Between Devices
The communication path between devices is very important because nothing operates if it is
not established. For this process, the rst task to accomplish was guring out the IP addresses
of the PLC and HMI; Wireshark IP Scanner was used for this step. Once the IP address of the
PLC was found, it was changed for a more convenient number. Then, the HMI was con gured to
share the same network. The IP address for the PLC is 10.0.0.55, the HMI is 10.0.0.20, and the
subnet mask for both is 255.0.0.0. To start the communication process, the operating system
needs to be turned on. Except for the Berryπ, which has its own power button, the system
powers when connecting the 120-volts-plug to an electric outlet. After powering devices, the
computer IP address must be set up to 10.0.0.10 and subnet mask should match previous one.
At this point, these two devices should be able to communicate. To verify the communication
path, open Connected Components Workbench (CCW) and complete the next steps:
1. Click on “Communications” ! Choose “Con gure Drivers”
2. At the “Con gure drivers” window, select “AB_ETHIP-1”
a. If there is no “AB_ETHIP” running, click on blank box under “Available Devices Types” !
Pick “Ethernet/IP Driver” ! “Add New” ! Name it “AB_ETHIP-1”
3. Click on “Con gure” ! Choose “Realtek PCIe GbE Family Controller” with the IP Address as
“10.0.0.10” ! Press “OK” ! “Close”
4. In the Project Organizer, double click “Micro 820”
5. Click “Ethernet” in the “Controller” ! Choose “Con gure IP address and settings” in the
Internet Protocol (IP) Settings ! Type:
a. IP Address:

10.0.0.55

b. Subnet Mask: 255.0.0.0
6. Click on the pen icon under the “Connect” button on the top-right corner to setup
connection path ! Double click “AB_ETHIP-1\10.0.0.55”
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7. Click “Connect”
Now, the PLC and HMI talk to each other. However, the Berryπ still not connected. Establishing
the communication path for the Berryπ is very simple. To do so, a step-down buck converter is
used to bring the 24-volts coming out from the PLC down to the 5-volts required to power the
Berryπ. The in-wires of the converter are wired to the PLC while the out-wires connect to pins 6
and 12 on the Berryπ. After completing previous steps, the programs should run without a
problem.
Berryπ: Music and Light Show
PLCs do not play music. The Berryπ exclusively runs the music and light show for the clock.
Music
Unfortunately, Thonny, the interface to write programs on the Berryπ, plays one song at a time,
and a playlist is not supported; consequently, the song to play needs to be built into the
program. Furthermore, Thonny only works with a wave not mp3 le, so the song must be
converted to the right format. Our Thonny program (see gure 6 in appendix) was developed
based on Raspberry Pi (2019) guidelines. To add the song of your preference, complete the
following instructions:
1. In the Berryπ, save the mp3 le of your choice and be aware of its location.
2. Open the browser and go to https://convertio.co/mp3-wav/.
3. Choose the le to convert and download it.
4. Go to the downloads le and transfer the .wav le to the music folder.
5. On the desktop, look for the le named mus.pi and open it.
6. Look up for this line: beat1 = pygame.mixer.Sound(“/home/pi/Music/jingle_bells.wav”)
7. Replace bold letters with the new song title.
8. Save it and close window.
Now, you are ready to play the song of your choice without having to go through a playlist.
Light Show
For the light show, we worked on both programs: Lightshowpi and Audio-Reactive-Lights.
Lightshowpi uses relays and any 120-volts light strip. The drawbacks are that relays are noisy,
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and there is an inconstant delay to start the show. Audio-Reactive-Lights does not have a noise
or delay, but a 3.2-ft light strip costs $24 dollars. Based on the features described above, we
decided to keep the Audio-Reactive-Lights. According to Easy Programming (2020), the steps
to install the Audio-Reactive-Lights are listed below:
a. Connect the audio-reactive-LED-strip to GPIO pins in the following order: red-5V, blackground, and blue-GPIO18.
b. Open terminal window and type:
sudo apt install git -y
sudo git clone https://github.com/naztronaut/dancyPi-audio-reactive-led.git
sudo git checkout no_mic
cd dancyPi-audio-reactive-led/python/install
sudo python3 install.py
sudo reboot
c. After rebooting, open a new terminal and type con g.py
d. Then, check that the information below is correct and exit the terminal afterwards:
USE_GUI = False
DISPLAY_FPS = False
Once the light show is installed, follow the next steps to run the program (Nazmus, 2020):
a. Open Thonny program and click RUN.
b. Open terminal and type:
sudo dancyPi-audio-reactive-led/python
sudo python3 visualization.py scroll (spectrum, energy, scroll_in, and scroll_quad are
different patterns for the show. To change pattern, replace the word scroll with the name of
the new pattern).
c. Turn physical Switch3 on. Music starts playing, and lights begin dancing with the music.
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Audio of the System
The Berryπ needs of speci c speakers to play audio. Programs like Lightshowpi and AudioReactive-Lights run on a terminal window, and they play audio using HDMI; consequently, the
AV-jack, by itself, is not supported. Then, if adapting a USB speaker, it needs to be unplugged
and plugged back in every time the Berryπ reboots. Based on these observations, we
concluded that the right speaker for this project (see gure 5 in the appendix) must be
powered by the Berryπ and at the same time, be connected to the AV-jack to import sound
without having to disconnect speakers after reboot.
Getting Rid of the Computer Monitor
Eliminating the need of a monitor for the Berryπ was not possible because the Audio-ReactiveLights play audio using HDMI. Furthermore, both programs, Thonny and the Audio-ReactiveLights, run at the terminal window. To solve these issues, a special screen was adapted to the
Berryπ. To see how both programs were con gured to turn on at boot, please refer to gures 7
and 8 in the appendix.
Time of the Week (TOW) Programming
To run programs every hour after clock chime, TOW is used (Rockwell Automation, 2012).
Our program, see gure 9 in the appendix, is written in structured text. TOW has four variables
that must be recorded: A, B, C, and D, which are stored at the Local Variables. To assign values
to these variables, go to the Local Variables folder, click the > in the name column, and scroll to
the right until seeing the Initial Value column (see gure 10 in the appendix for this step). Then,
to make a variable active, the rst row must be enabled; its value should be always TRUE. The
second row gives the option for a daily or weekly timer. The next six rows are lled out based on
the day of the week and time to turn on the outputs. Days go from 0 to 6, and 0 counts as
Sunday. Hours go from 0 to 23, and 0 equals 12:00 p.m. To test the program, we set a daily
timer for output 6 in the PLC from Sunday to Saturday; it turns on at 12:00 p.m. for one minute
(see gure 11 in the appendix for this information). Since the clock is going to be off Sundays
and Wednesdays, a weekly timer is not possible. Then, daily timers should be used and divided
into two sections: Hour_0 and Hour_1 for Monday and Tuesday, and Hour_2 and Hour_3 for
Thursday through Saturday. The values of Day of Week On and Off should be changed
accordingly. Also, the values for Hour On and Off need to be modi ed. The program will run
hourly from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., so the Hour On and Off values for Hour_0_A and Hour_3_A
should be 10, for Hour_0_B and Hour_3_B should be 11, and so on. After completing the TOW
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program for the clock, all the outputs turning on at the clock chime (music, light show, marching
band, king and queen, and inn keeper) should be added.
Next Steps
Following an inconclusive project can be overwhelming at the beginning because of not
knowing how to continue what others have already started. The rst tip for the continuation of
the clock project is to not try to modify everything to make it your own, especially for the Berryπ.
We know that peers will have great new ideas and enthusiasm for getting this project done, but
rather than spending most of the time in being original, getting familiar with the equipment and
programs installed is more important. Later, if peers wish, they can improve what we have
instead of starting everything from scratch. The second point to focus is to write a complete
program to turn on the music and marching band motor at clock chime. We consider TOW to
be the best option for programing the different time intervals, but it is up to peers to use TOW,
timers for each output, or RTC directly. The third task to consider is to write a program for the
LED lights simulating the starts on the night sky painting. A fast-blinking light, 300 milliseconds
on and off, could be an option. Programming a stepper motor to control speed and torque is
the fourth task to work on. The 12-volts-stepper motor at the lab has an encoder (see gure 2 in
the appendix). The red and black cables power the motor. The other four cables are the
encoders: green for ground, blue for voltage, yellow for output A, and white for output B
(Pololu). The fth task is to create a clock face in the HMI and to nd a way to synchronize a
mechanical clock with it. Finally, do not overstress and have fun with the project.
The automation of a mechanical clock is an interesting challenge. One semester is not enough
to conclude it, but we hope for the project to complete in three more semesters. BC industrial
programmers are familiar with PLCs and HMIs, but the Berryπ is a new programming world, and
it takes time to learn the basics. Besides programing, the wiring between devices is a great
learning experience. As expected, our team was not able to see the closure of this project, and
it is up to the next teams to knock it over.
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Appendix

Figure 1: Clock Prototype by Ed Beacham

Figure 2: 12-Volts Stepper Motor with
Magnetic Encoder (YC2010-28)
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Figure 3: 12-Volts Fan Soldered to a Step-down
Buck Converter

Figure 4: Relay (SainSmart 8-Channel Relay & $1 dollar Lights) VS Audio-Reactive
Light (WS2812BALL) for Light show
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Figure 5: Speakers for Raspberry Pi

Figure 6: Thonny Program to Play Song in the Berryπ
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Figure 7: Running Light Show at Boot

Figure 8: Setting Up Thonny and Light Show to Turn On
at Boot
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Figure 9: TOW Program in Structured Text
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Figure 10: TOW Tags at the Local Variables

Figure 11: Values for Hour_0_A
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Figure 12: Project Presentation Video (click to watch)
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Figure 13: Front of the Clock Control Panel
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Figure 14: The Inside of the Clock Control Panel
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